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Abstract
Approximating a function from a few data points is of great importance in fields where data is scarce, like, for example, in robotics applications. Recently, scalable and expressive parametric models like deep
neural networks have demonstrated superior performance on a wide variety of function approximation tasks when plenty of data is available –
however, these methods tend to perform considerably worse in low-data
regimes which calls for alternative approaches. One way to address such
limitations is by leveraging prior information about the function class to
be estimated when such data is available. Sometimes this prior may be
known in closed mathematical form but in general it is not. This thesis is concerned with the more general case where the prior can only be
sampled from, such as a black-box forward simulator. To this end, we
propose a simple and scalable approach to learning a prior over functions
by training a neural network on data from a distribution of related functions. This steps amounts to building a so called latent task embedding
where all related functions (tasks) reside and which later can be efficiently
searched at task-inference time - a process called fine-tuning. The proposed method can be seen as a special type of auto-encoder and employs
the same idea of encoding individual data points during training as the
recently proposed Conditional Neural Processes. We extend this work by
also incorporating an auxiliary task and by providing additional latent
space search methods for increased performance after the initial training
step. The task-embedding framework makes finding the right function
from a family of related function quick and generally requires only a few
informative data points from that function. We evaluate the method by
regressing onto the harmonic family of curves and also by applying it to
two robotic systems with the aim of quickly identifying and controlling
those systems.

Sammanfattning
Att snabbt kunna approximera en funktion baserat på ett fåtal datapunkter är ett viktigt problem, speciellt inom områden där tillgängliga
datamängder är relativt små, till exempel inom delar av robotikområdet.
Under de senaste åren har flexibla och skalbara inlärningsmetoder, såsom
exempelvis neurala nätverk, uppvisat framstående egenskaper i scenarion
där en stor mängd data finns att tillgå. Dessa metoder tenderar dock att
prestera betydligt sämre i låg-data regimer vilket motiverar sökandet efter
alternativa metoder. Ett sätt att adressera denna begränsning är genom
att utnyttja tidigare erfarenheter och antaganden (eng. prior information) om funktionsklassen som skall approximeras när sådan information
finns tillgänglig. Ibland kan denna typ av information uttryckas i sluten
matematisk form, men mer generellt är så inte fallet. Denna uppsats är
fokuserad på det mer generella fallet där vi endast antar att vi kan sampla datapunkter från en databas av tidigare erfarenheter - exempelvis från
en simulator där vi inte känner till de interna detaljerna. För detta ändamål föreslår vi en metod för att lära från dessa tidigare erfarenheter
genom att i förväg träna på en större datamängd som utgör en familj
av relaterade funktioner. I detta steg bygger vi upp ett så kallat latent
funktionsrum (eng. latent task-embeddings) som innesluter alla variationer
av funktioner från träningsdatan och som sedan effektivt kan genomsökas i syfte av att hitta en specifik funktion - en process som vi kallar
för finjustering (eng. fine-tuning). Den föreslagna metoden kan betraktas
som ett specialfall av en auto-encoder och använder sig av samma ide
som den nyligen publicerade Conditional Neural Processes metoden där
individuella datapunkter enskilt kodas och grupperas. Vi utökar denna
metod genom att inkorporera en sidofunktion (eng. auxiliary function)
och genom att föreslå ytterligare metoder för att genomsöka det latenta funktionsrummet efter den initiala träningen. Den föreslagna metoden
möjliggör att sökandet efter en specifik funktion typiskt kan göras med
endast ett fåtal datapunkter. Vi utvärderar metoden genom att studera
kurvanpassningsförmågan på sinuskurvor och genom att applicera den på
två robotikproblem med syfte att snabbt kunna identifiera och styra dessa
dynamiska system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In this thesis we consider the problem of fast function approximation and will
propose a simple and scalable learning algorithm for this purpose. When we
say fast, we mainly refer to the algorithm’s ability to approximate the correct
function using relatively sparse amount of data from that function. This property is known as sample-efficiency. In addition to being sample efficient, a fast
function approximation algorithm can also refer to the number of operations it
needs to complete a task or the wall-clock time it requires to run in the real
world. However, these latter concerns will not be addressed in the thesis and
we will only consider the problem of sample-efficiency.
Being able to approximate a function from a small amount of data, also commonly known as few-shot learning, is an important and active research field at
the moment. The need for data-efficient algorithms is especially prevalent in
fields where data is scarce, like for example in healthcare or robotics. While the
algorithm proposed in this thesis is not restricted to any one specific domain,
we will focus our efforts mainly on applying it to dynamical systems (see section
3.7).
In a recent survey on sample efficient robotic policy learning [7], the authors
suggested what they termed five ’generic rules’ that govern most of the recent
work in the field. The last two points were stated as follows:
4. If needed, use expensive algorithms before the mission: since we mostly
care about online adaptation, we can have access to time and resources
before the mission (access to computing clusters, GPUs, etc.)
5. Leveraging prior knowledge is a key for micro-data learning: it should not
be feared. However, the prior knowledge used should be as explicit and as
generic as possible.
The work in thesis can be viewed as an application adhering to these two rules.
The proposed algorithm will operate in two consecutive stages called pre-training
and fine-tuning. In the former stage (performed before the mission), we will
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assume a large body of pre-training data to be accessible and we will enforce
no restrictions on sample-efficiency or training time. The pre-training data is
assumed to consist of input-output pairs of related functions that constitute
a task-family. This pre-training stage will allow the algorithm to construct a
data-driven prior1 about the set of possible functions in the pre-training dataset.
Then, at a later time (during mission), the algorithm will be presented with a
handful of new data samples drawn from the same pre-training distribution.
Based on this limited information, the job is now to quickly identify the correct
function from the family of function learned in the pre-training stage. This
latter stage is referred to as the fine-tuning stage. In this way, the algorithm
is constructed to be sample-efficient only in the fine-tuning phase by leveraging
information learned in the potentially expensive pre-training phase.

1.2 Goal
The main goal of this thesis is to develop a system that enables fast function
approximation within a setting where the system is first allowed to pre-train on
data from a family of related functions beforehand.
Recent work from the meta-learning community have proposed several techniques for accomplishing this kind of task. A subset of these method are based
on auto-encoding techniques (see section 2.3.3 and 2.3.4) for inferring and reconstructing a particular function from a small data set. In particular, the recently
proposed Conditional Neural Processes (CNP) and similar work (see section 3.8)
are explicitly trained to encode sets of data points of small size into a latent
representation and, from there, reconstruct the original function. The work in
this thesis builds upon this technique and aims to extend the CNP framework
by: (1) Associating an additional auxiliary function to the latent coordinate and
(2) by proposing additional fine-tuning optimization steps in the latent space
for improved performance.

1.3 Scope & Limitations
As stated above, the working assumptions in this thesis is that we assume to
have access to a large body of data in the pre-training phase. The source of such
data is typically considered a separate problem and is not the main topic of this
thesis. However, we will elaborate on the methods used to obtain such data in
chapter 4 where we evaluate the proposed algorithm. By having separate pretraining and fine-tuning phases, we make some assumptions about the overall
setting of where such an algorithm may be used. In particular, when we assume
a large body of data to be available for pre-training, such data is considered
cheap. On the other hand, the fine-tuning data, which we assume to have much
less of, is considered expensive. An example for such a setting is the so called
sim2real scenario. In this setting, the cheap data would come from a simulator
(which can be run many times faster than real-time) that encodes a family of
1 By prior, we mean the general notion of incorporating previously learned information into
a system. This is not to be confused with a prior probability distribution in the domain of
probabilistic inference.

2

possible worlds. The expensive fine-tuning data would be data coming from the
real world (that hopefully resides within the family of simulated worlds).
Sometimes, we also like to achieve fast function approximation in cases where
we do not have access to any pre-training information (cheap data). The overall
framework and algorithm proposed in this thesis are not suited for such applications. In these cases, methods that make use of human-engineered assumptions
(for example, closed-form mathematical functional expressions) can sometimes
be used. We avoid the use of such explicit knowledge by instead letting the cheap
pre-training data define the prior over functions (further explained in chapter 2).
Neural networks are used as the function approximators in this thesis (see section 2.2.1 for further details). These methods have shown great scaling capabilities to large datasets with high-dimensional inputs when coupled with modern
hardware (multicore CPU/GPU clusters etc.). However, all experiments in this
thesis are carried out with much smaller input/output dimensionality (< 10)
and executed on a single laptop with 2 CPU cores.
Finally, since we use our algorithm to learn a family of robotic controllers,
it is important to emphasize that the proposed method is not about learning
individual control policy functions from scratch. Rather, the proposed algorithm
can instead be seen as continuously embedding a family of pre-computed control
functions (found by other methods) into an efficiently searchable space. This
enables finding the right controller function based on a small amount of system
identification data. This setup is discussed in greater details in chapter 3.

3

Chapter 2

Background
All models are wrong but some are useful.
—George Box

2.1 Function approximation
2.1.1

Learning functional relationships

Most of machine learning boils down to finding functional relationships between
input data x and output data y. Learning is the processes of finding the function
f so that y = f (x). Some examples include:
• Image classification. Here x is the vector of pixels of an image and y is an
image-class.
• Language translation. Here x is a sentence in one language and y is the
sentence in another.
• Control applications. Here x is the system state and y is the appropriate
control action to take based on that state (more on this in section 2.5).
A common approach to learn such functions is by regression. This is a form
of a supervised-learning problem where the aim is to find a function f based
on input-output pairs {xi , yi }ni=1 , such that yi = f (xi ) for all xi in this set.
Typically, f is assumed to exist near a family of parametric functions gθ (x),
such that for a particular parametric configuration θ′ , f (x) ≈ gθ′ (x). This
suggests the notion of an optimal (set) of parameters θ′ that best represent the
function f within the family of function gθ′ (x). The search for θ′ is commonly
done by forming a loss function (or cost function) that returns these parameters
when its cost is minimized (more on this in section 2.2.4).

2.1.2

Priors and sample efficient learning

If f is known completely beforehand, then problem of learning can be considered solved. On the other hand, if nothing is known or assumed about f , then
the no free lunch theorem of machine learning [53] tells us that learning (in the
4

sense of predicting anything other than what is exactly in the training data) is
impossible [47]. In other words, the process of learning an approximation to f
must always include some degree of partial knowledge and assumptions about
the function class we are trying to learn. These assumptions are generally referred to as prior information.
In general, the more prior information can be included into the learning problem,
the faster learning can be done. The reasons for this is that prior information
allows us to narrow down the search space of possible function and make better
use of existing resources. For example, if we know that we are looking for a
smooth function, there is no point in wasting resources looking for non-smooth
ones. This idea is central to the concept of task-embedding framework which
will be introduces in chapter 3.
By narrowing down the possible set of learnable functions using prior information, we will also introduce bias in the learning algorithm. This means that,
for better or worse, our decision to impose restrictions on the learning process
will have an impact on the final performance of the function gθ′ (x). This is a
core concept of machine learning and is termed the bias-variance tradeoff [11].
Figure 2.1 illustrates this concept by analogy with a dart throwing target.
Low Bias, High Variance

Low Bias, Low Variance

High Bias, High Variance

High Bias, Low Variance

Figure 2.1: Bias-variance tradeoff. Figure adapted from [11].
As can be seen, the most preferable case is the upper left one with low bias
and low variance. On the other extreme, we have the unwanted case of high
bias and high variance in the lower right corner. The other two cases reside inbetween the two extremes and depending on the application, either one might
be preferable.
In this thesis however, we will introduce a framework for fast function approximation that achieves its speed largely due to imposing a heavy restriction on
the representable function class (which will be learned from data) and in the
process will introduce a learning bias. Already apparent from the illustration,
the problem of introducing the wrong bias during learning will be present and
is discussed in section 5.2.
5

2.1.3

Few-shot function approximation

Few-shot function approximation refers to the general idea of approximating a
function with a small amount of data points. Right from the start, this rather
informal definition may seem loose as small would be a relative concept depending on the problem setting. For our purposes, the word small is in contrast to
how many data points would normally be required for equal performance using
a comparable method without pre-training. For example, in section 4.1.4, we
make a comparison with our proposed method and a ’vanilla’ neural network
(neural networks are explained in section 2.2.1) to highlight such difference.
The few-shot learning framework has recently received increased attention from
the research community and has been applied to various domains. For example, in [52] the authors proposed so called Matching Networks for doing image
classifications of images of novel categories based only on ≤ 3 training images
from those categories. Authors of [10] used the framework of one-shot learning
in the robotic imitation-learning setting where a robot is provided with one single video demonstration of a person doing a task and is then asked to perform
the same task. For further discussion on the concepts underlying this kind of
research, we refer to section 2.4.
A popular machine-learning method that excels in the small data regime is
the Gaussian Process (GP) [41]. The GP achieves this largely by making hardcoded prior assumptions via the use of a so called kernel function k(xi , xj ). This
function determines the allowed correlation between two arbitrary locations of
inputs, which effectively encodes the overall smoothness of the learnable function class. However, this method also have several downsides: Perhaps the
biggest one is that training scales O(n3 ) with n being the number of training
data points. This major downside prevents the application of this method to
larger datasets. Additionally, the choice of kernel function (which is typically
made by a human designer), will also affect what functions the GP is able to
model (see bias, section 2.1.2).
As alluded to in section 1.3, our primary focus will be to develop an algorithm
for fast approximation in the context of dynamical systems. For such systems
there are several functions of interest to quickly approximate from data. Here
we will highlight a few such examples and refer the reader to the later section
2.5 for further discussion.
• The state-transition function xt+1 = f (xt , ut ) which describes the timeevolution of the system state xt with respect to current location and control input ut .
• The control policy function ut = f (xt ) (deterministic) or ut ∼ π(ut |xt )
(stochastic) which prescribes what distribution of actions to takes for a
particular state xt .
• The Qπ (xt , ut ) function which tells the expected reward (cost) over a fixed
time horizon T of taking action ut from state xt and then on following
the actions prescribed by π(ut |xt ). Such functions are of central interest
in the reinforcement learning community.
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2.2 Deep Learning
2.2.1

Neural networks

Artificial Neural Networks (NN) are general parametric function approximators and are the class of function approximators which will be utilized in this
thesis. While the use of neural networks dates back to 1940s, their popularity
have grown considerably in the recent years. The foremost reasons for their
increasing popularity are their ability to process high-dimensional data (such as
images, speech, text and so on) and to scale to large datasets. A further reason
for the recent resurrection of these models is due to the many newly developed
tools which speeds up research, such as GPU acceleration, easy-to-use software
packages that include automatic differentiation, advancements in optimizer design (see section 2.2.4) and the availability of larger datasets [14].
There exists many different neural network architectures for different use cases,
such as the Multi-layer perception (MPL) [44], Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) [28], Recurrent neural networks like the so called long short-term memory (LSTM) networks [20] and so on. Despite their architectural differences,
they all share the underlying principle of interchanging linear computations
with simple non-linear ones. As an example of this, we will consider perhaps
the simplest network design (which is also the one used in this thesis): The
fully-connected multi-layer perceptron.

2.2.2

The fully-connected MLP

The fully connected multi-layer perceptron is a multiple input, multiple output
function f : Rn → Rm . Assume input1 x ∈ Rn , then the computational graph
for the output f = f (x) is described by following sequence
h1 = W1 x + b1

(2.1a)

g1 = σ(h1 )

(2.1b)

h2 = W2 g1 + b2

(2.1c)

g2 = σ(h2 )
..
.

(2.1d)

gt−1 = σ(ht−1 )

(2.1f)

f = Wt gt−1 + bt

(2.1e)
(2.1g)

A function evaluation f (x) is sometimes also referred to as a forward-pass trough
this computational sequence. In the equations above, W1 , b1 , . . . , Wt , bt are matrices and vectors of appropriate size2 , each individual entries of which will be
1 Since the input may be a vector of any fixed size n, we sometimes also write the network
with multiplet inputs, like f (x, y), which simply highlights different important parts of the
input. Without loss of generality, the inputs x and y can always be concatenated into a single
vector x = [x, y]T .
2 For a given input vector g of size n the size of the hidden layer h
i+1 can be set to any
i
dimension m provided Wi+1 is of size m × n and b2 is of size m × 1. The number m is
sometimes referred to as the width of hi+1 and is left as a design choice.
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free-parameters (or trainable parameters) that will fully and uniquely define the
functional behaviour of f . As is common practice, we will denote the collection of all these parameters by θ = {W1 , b1 , . . . }. Learning (or training) is the
process of adjusting these parameters to minimize some cost function (for more
details, see section 2.2.4).
We note a few things about equations (2.1a-2.1g): To produce h1 , . . . , ht−1
(also known as the hidden layers), an affine linear operation is applied to the
previous inputs g1 , g2 , . . . at the corresponding stage in the graph. These inputs3 , in turn, are the result of applying a (usually simple) component-wise
non-linear function4 (known as activation function) to the vectors h1 , h2 , . . . .
Some common examples of such activation functions include the sigmoid activation σ(x) = 1+e1−x , the tanh activation σ(x) = tanh(x), the rectified linear
unit (ReLU) σ(x) = max(0, x) and the leaky rectified linear unit (LReLU)
σ(x) = max(x, ax). While there are many possible such functions to use, they
all share the important property of being differentiable on their entire input
domain5 - a key requirement that will ensure that derivatives can be computed
of all steps in the computation graph which enables learning (see section 2.2.4).
There are no definitive answers regarding which activation function is generally
preferable and this matter will not be the main focus of this thesis. In this
thesis, the ReLU activation function is used exclusively.
In the example above, there were successive repetitions of alternating linear and
non-linear transformations for t steps. The size of t (also called the depth), like
the choice of activation function, is a so-called hyper-parameter and is up to the
network designer to choose.6
A well known result in the neural networks literature is that the MLP is a
universal function approximator, which means it can approximate any function
with finite support arbitrarily well. As it turns out, the authors of [21] proved
that even a single hidden layer (t = 1) is sufficient. This theoretical result
naturally begs the question why the common practise of including increasingly
many layers in the network design - a practise called Deep Learning - is justified?

3 Each entry in g is known as a neuron by rough analogy to how neurons propagate
t
electrical signal if a neighbouring neuron emits a signal of appropriate magnitude [14].
4 By introducing even simple non-linear operations, the network is able to represent a wider
class of functions than only linear ones. Note that an exclusion of these non-linear operations
would cripple the networks representational power. A sequence linear transformation is itself
just a linear transformation and a network devoid of non-linearities could only represent linear
functions.
5 Admittedly, the ReLU function is not differentiable at x = 0, however, because the function
is convex one typically defines the subgradient to be equal to zero at this point.
6 The term hyper-parameter indicates that, unlike a trainable parameter, these will not be
determined during training of the network, but are instead chosen and fixed in advance - either
by a human or some outside computational process.
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2.2.3

Deep Neural Networks

It has been widely observed that increasing the amount of parameters in the
network yields better overall performance [46]. A bigger network with more
parameters will have a greater theoretical representation power than a smaller
one but conventional wisdom suggests that such a network would also be harder
to train. As an example, the largest networks currently in use have orders of
magnitude more parameters than data datapoints used to train them. This is
perhaps surprising considering standard literature on parameter estimation.7
However, recent work [3] suggests that this over parametrization might be beneficial for optimization purposes (section 2.2.4), which may partly explain the
success of these overparametrised models.
The big caveat with the universal function approximator result is that it provides
no guarantees regarding the practical feasibility of learning such models - and
in practise, this is really what we care about. While a single hidden layer with
adequate size can give infinite representational power - it has been empirically
confirmed that stacking a chain of more shallow layers (less width) in a deep
structure can lead to networks that are easier to train and generalize better [14].
The reason for this is that depth effectively leverage function composition for
expressibility. For example, work done by [31] shows that at least 2n neurons
are required for the task of multiplying n numbers together with a single hidden
layer neural network. They also show that a deeper architecture is able to
perform the same task using roughly 4n neurons.

7 For

example, to unambiguously fit a n-degree polynomial, n + 1 datapoints are needed.
There are infinitely many polynomials of degree n that can fit n or less data points. This
process is called under-determination which can lead to over fitting.
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ers that generalize better. However, the reasons for these dif
effect on the underlying loss landscape, is not well understood
In this paper, we explore the structure of neural loss function
loss landscapes on generalization, using a range of visualizat
we introduce a simple “filter normalization” method that help
function curvature, and make meaningful side-by-side compar
functions. Then, using a variety of visualizations, we explore
2.2.4 Optimization of networks parameters
tecture affects the loss landscape, and how training parameters
As mentioned in section 2.1.1, the parameters θ of the network completely deminimizers.
fines its functional
properties. Ultimately, we are in search of ’the right’ parametric values, θ∗ , that defines the function we want. The process of finding these
is called learning and it will be done by optimizing the network parameters with
respect to some loss function L(θ, D) involving data
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I NTRODUCTION
θ = arg min L(θ, D)
∗

(2.2)

θ

There exists many different loss functions for a wide variety of networks designs
and use-cases. As we will deal exclusively with regression tasks in this thesis, an
example of a common cost function to consider is the mean-squared error loss

Training neural networks requires minimizing a high-dimensional no
task that is hard in theory, but sometimes easy in practice. Despite t
N
general neural loss functions
(Blum & Rivest, 1989), simple gradien
1 ∑
L(θ, {xi , yi }) =
∥fθ (xi ) − yi ∥2
(2.3)
N i=1
minimizers (parameter configurations
with zero or near-zero training loss
arefθrandomized
(Zhang
2017). However, this goo
Since
(x) is a non-linear before
function intraining
θ, L(θ, D) will
in generalet
beal.,
a non-convex
function which typically results in a non-trivial optimization problem. This
the trainability of neural nets is highly dependent on network architectur
means that global optimization generally is intractable and we resort to findoflocal
optimizer,
variable
and a variety
of other consideration
ing
optima of (2.2).
Figure 2.2initialization,
below illustrates a projection
of the highly

non-convex loss surface of a ResNet-56 network used for image classification [30].

(a) without skip connections

(b) with s

Figure 2.2: Projected loss surface of a ResNet-56 [30]

Figure 1: The loss surfaces of ResNet-56 with/without skip connec
logarithmic to show dynamic range. The proposed filter normalizatio
10
comparisons of sharpness/flatness
between the two figures.
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First order gradient based methods are almost exclusively used in optimization
of neural networks parameters.8 The basic one is known as (vanilla) Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD)
θt+1 ← θt − α∇θ L(θt , Dt )

(2.4)

where α, the so called learning rate, is a step size9 and is typically also treated
as a hyper-parameter. A time index t denotes how the parameters values gets
updated as the optimization proceeds. Note also how the data term D also has
a time index. This highlights the common practise of mini batch optimization,
where at each gradient step, we choose a random subset Dt of our training data
D = {D1 , D2 , . . . } and evaluate the gradient only on this subset. The reason
for optimizing in batches are many: Especially in cases when D is very large,
it is expensive to evaluate ∇θ L(θ, D) so we resort to approximating this true
gradient by instead computing ∇θ L(θ, Dt ) for the much smaller subset Dt . In
this way we get a noisy estimate of the true gradient which may point in a
different direction in parameter space, but which is much faster to evaluate.
Because we use a noisy, data-dependent gradient sample, the gradient descent
procedure is referred to as stochastic. Using small10 batch sizes can also help
improve the generalization performance11 [14] or enable parallel computation
of gradients with respect to different mini-batches. Mini-batch computation of
(2.3) is equivalent to Monte-Carlo estimates of the loss function
1
L(θ) = − E(x,y)∼p [log pθ (y|x)] + C
(2.5)
2
where p is the distribution generating the data and pθ (y|x) = N (y|fθ (x), I),
i.e we let network output the mean of a Gaussian distribution with fixed, unit
variance [14]. Equation (2.5) has the same minimum θ∗ as (2.3). The process of
evaluating the gradient ∇θ L(θ, Dt ) first requires a function evaluation (forwardpass) through the network to compute fθ (xi ) for every
∑ xi ∈ Dt , and then a so
called backward-pass to compute the gradient ∇θ N1 i ∥fθ (xi ) − yi ∥2 . Since the
network is composed of many subsequent layers (section 2.2.2), computing the
gradient is done by applying the chain-rule. For the MLP network above, one
∂L
, ∂L , ∂L . . . } would look like
component the gradient ∇θ L(θ, D) = { ∂W
1 ∂b1 ∂W2
∂L(θ, D)
∂L ∂gt−1
∂L ∂gt−1
∂h1
=
=
···
∂W1
∂gt−1 ∂W1
∂gt−1 ∂ht−1
∂W1

(2.6)

This is sometimes also referred to as back-propagation [45]. As networks gets
big and increasingly complicated, manually computing these derivatives quickly
becomes tedious and error-prone. Lately, numerous software libraries (like Tensorflow [1] and PyTorch [38]) have been developed that, amongst many other
8 The initial network parameters θ are usually initialized as independent normal variables
0
with zero mean and with small variance (typically within the range [1e-2,1]), although various
strategies for better initialization have been proposed, such as [13].
9 The choice of learning rate is crucial for successful optimization. A learning rate too large
can cause the loss to diverge and a rate too small can result in a practically unusable algorithm
which is too slow. There is often a range of appropriate learning rates that works well and
which typically is somewhere in the interval [1e-3,1e-6].
10 The use of the term small is problem dependent, but is typically in the order of a few to
a couple of hundred data points.
11 By generalization performance, we refer to the network’s ability to predict novel outputs
that was not present in the training data.
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things, computes these derivative terms automatically for any given differentiable network architecture - a process known as automatic differentiation.

2.2.5

Accelerated gradient methods

While SGD provably converges asymptotically to a local optimum in the nonconvex case, it may take a long time to do so. In practise, training speed can be
a real bottleneck so much research has been focused on improving the performance of vanilla SGD. Typically, more advanced optimizers rely on momentum
and other additional techniques. The basic idea behind momentum is to make
use of a ’velocity’ vector that is being tracked over several gradient steps in the
optimization. Directions in which this velocity vector is persistent over many
iterations can serve as an indication of where to keep searching. Such information can be helpful to avoid moving too much in dimension with high curvature
which can result in a sporadic ’jumping’ behaviour [49]. By analogy, we might
imagine how a ball would roll in the energy landscape of of Figure 2.2 once
it has gained enough physical momentum: Given enough energy, it would be
able to roll past suboptimal local minima and saddle-points in the landscape
and eventually settle for a deeper one. One of the earliest and simplest use of
momentum methods was proposed by [40] which we illustrate here:
vt+1 ← µvt − ϵ∇f (θt )

(2.7)

θt+1 ← θt + vt+1

(2.8)

where ϵ is the learning rate, µ ∈ [0, 1] is the moment-coefficient and vt is the
velocity vector. In recent years, there have been several proposed optimization methods with different improvements, such as AdaGrad [8], AdaDelta [56],
RMSProp [19] and Adam [24]. All these methods implement some version of
momentum along with adaptive learning rates. For all experiments in this thesis we will use the Tensorflow (section 2.7) default implementation of the Adam
optimizer as this was found to work best with the least parameter tuning.

2.2.6

Tips & Tricks

Over the years, there have been numerous advancements to network- and optimizer design to further enhance the predictive- and training performance of networks. The list of such improvements is vast and include things such as BatchNormalization [22], Dropout [48], L2 -regularization (weight decay), Xavier initialization [13] among many others. To keep things simple, we did not heavily
experiment12 with said methods but restricted ourselves to use to only the simplest version of the feed-forward MLP (as shown in section 2.2.2). Another
factor that may impact network performance is the formatting of the training
data. For example, it has been proposed that a standardized input data format,
where the inputs/outputs are normalized with mean value close to 0, can aid
the learning process [29].

12 Some initial experiments were made with L2 -regularization, Batch-Normalization and
Xavier initialization but we did not observe any substantial difference with these additions.
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2.3 Latent generative models
2.3.1

An illustrative example

In this thesis, we will approach the few-shot learning problem from a latent variable model perspective. Within such a framework, the assumption is that there
exist some hidden (latent) space where specific locations correspond to specific
tasks instances of a task-family.13 We call such a space a latent task-embedding.
Since coordinates (vectors) in this space correspond to specific instances of a
task, the few-shot learning problem amounts to finding the right place in this
space given a few data points from any task within the task-family.14 This idea
can be illustrated by looking at a trivial but informative example: A paramterized family of sine-curves with different frequencies.
Suppose we have a family of sine-curves15 of unit amplitude and with zero
phase-shift but varying frequencies θ, i.e y = sin(θx). Figure 2.3 illustrates six
samples of such curves (tasks) within the frequency range θ ∈ [0.5, 3].

sin(✓x)

sin(✓x)

sin(✓x)

sin(✓x)

sin(✓x)

sin(✓x)

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

✓
Latent Space

Figure 2.3: A simple example of the concept of a latent space paramaterizing
a family of related functions. In this case, the functions sine-curves of varying
frequencies. Individual data points from the light blue curve are also shown.
We may view the one dimensional real line of frequency values as the latent
space parametrizing the curves. As can be seen, the latent space is tightly coupled with the sin(θx) function which specifies the functional form that the latent
variable θ will influence. This function is usually known as a decoder or generator, as it takes in a latent variable (code) and produces (generates) another
dataset based on this code (in this case, the output values y given input values
x). In this example, once a specific code in latent space is chosen, we have
access to any output value y conditioned on an input value x that constitute
the specific task. In general however, this need not be the case as the decoder
13 In this work, we will use the term task and function interchangeably. For our purposes, a
task will always be considered a function.
14 We expand on this idea in section 2.3.2.
15 We will also look at this actual toy problem when evaluating the algorithm, for more
details, see section 4.1.
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can output a distribution of values for every chosen latent point, rather than
point estimates as in this example.
This simple example highlights some interesting and desirable properties about
the latent space and the decoder function:
• The dimensionality of the latent space is not the same as the dimensionality of the decoded output. In the case above, the latent variable θ was
one dimensional and was completely sufficient to describe the curves we
were interested in. We say that this task-distribution has an inherent
dimension of one. If, on the other hand, the task family was defined by
y = Asin(θx) with two independent variables (amplitude A and frequency
θ), the inherent dimensionality of the family would be two. In general,
given only a dataset of a supposed family of related functions, the question
naturally arises regarding the minimal dimensionality needed to represent
that family of functions.
• Functions that are similar should have their corresponding latent variables
close to each other. In the case of the sine-curves above, slowly varying
θ will correspond to sine-functions that slowly vary their frequencies. In
other words, there is a smoothness property maintained in the representation. On the other hand, we can imagine shuffling around the inputs
(for example by altering the decoder to y = sin(f (θ)x) and where f is a
very complex function). This effectively results in a decoder that is a very
complicated function and one whose output will vary heavily with small
changes in values of θ. Since the aim of this thesis is to ultimately learn
this decoder from data - such a complicated function will in general be
much harder to learn (this is point is further discussed in section 2.3.3).
• Inferring what latent code corresponds to what curve is generally a hard
problem. Figure 2.3 illustrates individual data points coming from the
light blue curve. Given these points, the problem of finding θ will be
referred to as task-inference and will usually consists of some kind of optimization procedure over latent variables θ involving this data-set. For
example, minimizing the mean squared error loss over the data points may
prove successful. However, this optimization may be hard in and of itself
and further problems, such as the following point, still remains.
• Not all data points are equal in terms of the amount of information they
carry about the specific function they belong to. This problem may lead
to task ambiguity. For example, the point (2π, 0) belongs to all curves
of our function-family so observing this data point alone is of no help
to us when trying to find a single task (more on this in section 2.3.4).
On the other hand, since sine-curves are approximately linear function in
the neighbourhood of small x-values (left part in Figure 2.3), and their
slope is equal to the frequency θ, a single data points in this range may
be sufficient to completely determine what specific curve the data point
belonged to.
• A single latent space can have many separate decoders attached to it. In
the example above, θ corresponds only to the frequency of sine-curves, but
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there is no reason not to have the same latent variable also simultaneously
parametrize another set of function, for example y = θx2 . This is a very
convenient way to link two seemingly unrelated functions to each other
and will be utilized in the main algorithm presented in chapter 3.
In the following sections, we will further expand on the encoder-decoder framework. First however, we will introduce the overall idea of how few-shot learning
can be framed in terms of latent task embeddings.

2.3.2

Few-shot learning with latent task embeddings

As we briefly alluded to in the previous section, with the framework of latent
task embeddings, few-shot learning essentially amounts to searching the latent
space for a function based information from only on a few data points. We will
now expand on this idea.
In the example above, the parametric form sin(θx) was assumed given and
expressible in closed mathematical form. If we suppose to have been given a
few data points from a specific task member with frequency θτ , then we can
typically infer that frequency by, for example, solving the optimization problem
∑
θτ ≈ arg min
∥sin(θxi ) − yi ∥2
(2.9)
θ

i

Of course, this optimization can be hard in and of itself and in this case it is
even non-convex in θ due to the sine-function. Disregarding this problem, the
solution to (2.9) can be seen as an efficient solution to the few-shot learning
problem. Given just a handful of data points, it is usually possible to infer the
approximate frequency of the underlying task and, moreover, to obtain infinite
generalization in regions where we have not seen any data points. For example,
we are guaranteed to maintain the periodicity of the sine-wave for all x values,
well beyond the ones we have seen. The main problem is that we usually don’t
know the closed parametric mathematical form of the function family that we
are working with. Obviously, to even formulate the problem in (2.9), we would
have to know that we are looking for sine-curves.
The idea of latent task-embeddings is to construct, from data alone, something
analogous to what the function g(x, θ) = sin(θx) is for the family of harmonic
waves. In other words, given input-output data {xi , yi } from a family of related
tasks, we are looking for a way to construct a function y = g(x, z) which is
parametrized by a latent variable z, such that that specific values (or range of
values) taken by this variable will correspond to the different family members of
a function family. Then, assuming g(x, z) is found, what remains for few-shot
function approximation is to efficiently be able to search the latent space for a
specific task (z vector) given a handful of data points.
This latent search operation, which we can label f , can be seen as a mapping
from a small data set from an unknown family member that we wish to find
into a specific place in latent space. From this place a generator function g (or
decoder) can generate the corresponding function/task. Figure 2.4 illustrates
this idea graphically.
15

f

g
Latent Space

Figure 2.4: The high level overview of latent task-embddings for few-shot function approximation. A handful of data points from a specific (but unknown)
task gets mapped through some process f into a location in latent space. The
sample place in latent space is coupled with a trained decoder function g that
can reproduce the original function.
This kind of architecture fits the well known encoder-decoder framework that is
popular with generative models16 . Learning latent generative models like these
is often categorized as representation learning or manifold learning, which is a
form of unsupervised learning problem as no direct supervision (e.g training labels) exists for learning such spaces. Searching the latent space for a specific task
effectively acts as a strong prior over possible functions we are able to represent
(rather than having the possibility of learning every possible one). A successful
embedding will include only those function we are ultimately interested in representing. Machine learning systems that can construct general priors of their
surroundings in an unsupervised way is likely to be a key ingredient for general
purpose AI [4]. In the following sections, we will delve into more details about
the structure of the latent space, the decoder and encoder functions.

2.3.3

The latent space and the decoder

From the previous section, we saw that using a latent space and a decoder is a
natural way to represent a family of tasks. In this section, we will elaborate on
specific details regarding the latent space and decoder.
Several questions remain regarding how to construct such a latent space purely
from data (discrete or continuous? What dimension? etc …) and what kind of
properties a decoder function should have. In general there are no definitive
answers, but an often times desirable property is known as disentanglement of
factors. This effectively means that individual tasks should be grouped in the
latent space so that more similar tasks are located in nearby groups and more
dissimilar tasks located further away from each other. There are two main
reasons for wanting these properties:
1. Ease of training/Quality of decoding. Tasks that are separately grouped,
as opposed to being entangled in a complex way, can aid the decoder
in learning the right functions and consequently produce higher quality
outputs.
2. Generalizing properties. A latent space where similar tasks are located
near each other (according to some metric) can also increase the generalization capabilities of the decoder.
16 Such frameworks are also used in other areas of machine learning, such as natural language
processing and audio/visual generation etc.
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We will now further elaborate on these two intuitions: Consider Figure 2.5
which illustrates a latent space in (a) and a decoder in (b). Specific locations in
this space is corresponds to images of hand-written digits (using the well known
MNSIT dataset [27] for illustration purposes). The latent vectors zi are inputs
to a decoder neural network, which is trained to be a function that map those
vectors into higher dimensional vectors (in this case of dimension 784 = 28 × 28)
which are the images. In (a) we see a nicely disentangled latent space with a
clear structure. Variations of images of the same digit (for example the two
variants of ’7’) are located close to one another in latent space and the decoder
function in (b) can more easily learn a good mapping onto the real images.
On the other hand, in (d) we see a highly entangled latent space where individual representations of digits are spread out more or less randomly. In this case,
one could expect that learning a decoder to accurately decode the right image
from any location in latent space would be a harder task. In fact, the task can
be so hard that learning fails and the decoder ends up producing essentially
(a)
(b)
blurred (or averaged) version of all of the images, as shown in (e). The reason
⇠
for this is that the decoder, given this highly unstructured latent space, is forced
to learn a very complicated function whose outputs
will
heavily
vary
with
small
⇠
z
variations in its latent space input. Such rapid change of output with respect
⇠
to input is necessary to capture the large variation in digit shapes when no
⇠ ordering of the digits is present. In general, such a complicated
decoder
function
z
⇠
(c)
should be harder to learn than a smoother one.
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⇠
⇠
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the latent space and the decoder. The coloured circles
⇠
represent points in latent space and their colour indicate a task (digit image)
they correspond to. pθ (x|zi ) is⇠a probabilistic decoder. (a) A structured latent
space with disentangled tasks.⇠(b) The decoder can more easily be trained to
reconstruct images as its inputs
⇠ from the different classes are nicely separated
and there is no ambiguity as ⇠
to which latent variable zi should map to what
task. Latent
(c) The
decoder
is
asked
Space
⇠to decode a latent point zi which was not near
any seen latent points during training. Because this point is located outside
where the decoder was trained, the network does a poor job at prediction. (d)
An unstructured and entangled latent space. Here, the tasks are evenly spread
out and mixed with each other. (e) Because the large variation of tasks in a
small space, the decoder will have a hard time learning to properly decode them.
p✓ (x|zi )

p✓ (x|zi )

p✓ (x|zi )

p✓ (x|zi )

p✓ (x|zi )

p✓ (x|zi )

We will also highlight another important thing to keep in mind when learning
a decoder function with a latent space. As shown in Figure 2.5, the decoded
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images occupy a certain part of the latent space. The placement of these taskclusters will be further discussed in section 2.3.4 but a natural question to ask
is what output the decoder will produce with latent inputs far away from these
clusters. After all, since the latent space is just an input space to the decoder
function, we can evaluate the decoder for any latent vector z. In (c) of Figure
2.5, we illustrate a common scenario when evaluating the decoder on such a
latent point outside the cluster of digits: Since the decoder function has never
seen this point (or its nearby neighbours) during training, it is not likely that
the decoder will produce anything meaningful given this input. This problem of
poor performance outside the training domain is related to extrapolation performance and out-of-training-distribution performance further discussed in section
5.1. This problem also suggests that we typically want to avoid such input locations when utilizing the decoder in practise. Many techniques are designed to
avoiding sampling these places in latent space, one of which we will discuss in
the upcoming section.
The other property regarded what we termed generalization capabilities. The
property we will discuss here may be more accurately described as interpolation
abilities and we will use the two terms interchangeably in this context. Consider
Figure 2.6 below:
(b)

(a)

Latent Space

Latent Space

Figure 2.6: An example of a good and bad latent space. In (a), we have two
seemingly unrelated tasks (green and red) located near each other in the latent
space. Because of the dissimilarity of the tasks, it can happen that the space in
between these tasks (which is untrained) will not produce a smooth transition
in the decoded function space which will result bad generalization/interpolation
ability (grey curve). In (b) on the other hand, we have two more similar tasks
(green and yellow) located near each other. In this more preferable case, we can
expect a better generalization/interpolation ability since the transition between
the two curves is much smoother than in (a). The resulting decoder should also
be easier to learn for this reason.
In (a) we have two tasks coloured green and red located near each other in latent
space (illustrated using the familiar example of sine-curves with specific frequencies). The tasks are quite dissimilar in that the red curve has a substantially
higher frequency than the green curve. As we noted on the previous page, when
very dissimilar tasks are closely located in latent space, that typically requires
learning a very complex decoder. Moreover, the untrained space in between
these tasks in latent space (coloured grey) may not smoothly generalize to a
related task (in this case, a sine-wave with a frequency in between the green
18

and red curve). This behaviour can become especially prevalent in the case of
high-capacity function approximators like neural networks with many degrees
of freedom.
In (b) we show an example where two more similar tasks (green and yellow)
are located near each other in latent space. In this more preferable case, one
can expect that the in between location in latent space would provide a more
natural interpolation between the two tasks, simply because it would be cheap17
to make such a transition between the two tasks.18 . To see an example of this
generalization/interpolation behaviour in practise, see section 4.2.3.

2.3.4

The Encoder

Up to this point, we have simply considered the structure of the latent space
as given. However, in encoder-decoder architectures, another neural network
(the encoder) is responsible for making the placements of vectors in the latent
space. In this section will further discuss the properties of the encoder. As
we saw before, the placement of individual tasks in the latent space will highly
affect the decoder’s ability to learn the desired output. If we wanted to learn to
construct hand-written digits as mentioned before, we could manually set the
latent space to have a particular structure, for example the one shown in (a) in
Figure 2.5. However, such manual labour may prove suboptimal and assumes
a knowledgable designer to make those choices. An alternative approach is to
let a trainable encoder network place the based on the images as inputs. This
process is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
(b)

(a)

q (zi |xi )
q (zi |xi )
q (zi |xi )
q (zi |xi )

q (zi |xi )

⇠
⇠
⇠
⇠
⇠

zi
p(zi ) = N (zi |0, 1)

zi

(d)

zi
zi

(c)

zi
Latent Space

Figure 2.7: An example of an image encoder for encoding images of digits from
the MNIST [27] dataset. (a) The images are encoded using a probabilistic
encoder qϕ (zi |xi ). (b) shows the latent space of different tasks. (c) illustrates
the notion of overlapping tasks, where, for example, a ambiguous version of a
handwritten ’1’ or ’7’ gets encoded to a place in-between the clusters correspond
to each digit. (d) refers to a prior p(zi ) over latent variables zi as used in the
VAE framework. Encoded points are heavily penalized from diverging too much
from this prior.
17 Cheap

in the sense of smoother function being easier to learn.
take note of the informal and intuitive reasoning in these paragraphs Most ideas are
conclusions of our empirical testing and evaluations. These ideas are related to information
theory and compression - for a more thorough review we refer the reader to [55].
18 We
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By having an encoder neural network encode tasks (e.g, images xi ) into the
latent space and then directly decoding those same encoded latent points via
the decoder, we can jointly optimize their performances by measuring the so
called reconstruction cost of the data. For example, if we have an image of a
hand written digit ’2’, we can encode this into a latent representation and then
directly decode latent vector into an image again. Then we can compare the
differences between the decoded (reconstructed) image with the original image
and form a loss function based on this difference.
If we consider a probabilistic decoder pθ (xi |z) paramterized by θ, i.e a decoder
that accepts a latent variable z and outputs a probability distribution over the
possible values for xi , and a deterministic encoder qϕ (xi ) paramterized by ϕ,
then a natural loss function for the reconstruction loss is Lrecon (θ, ϕ, xi ), where
Lrecon (θ, ϕ, xi ) = log pθ (xi |z),

z = qϕ (xi )

(2.10)

Another common framework within the latent generative modelling community
is the Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [25]. Here, we consider training data
points {xi }N
i=1 as being sampled i.i.d from some process. An arguably sensible
thing to do for a generative method is to have it maximize the joint probability
of the whole training dataset {xi }N
i=1 . Because of the independence assumption, maximizing the joint log-probability of all training data is equivalent to
maximizing the sum on the right hand side in (2.11)
log pθ (x1 , . . . , xN ) =

N
∑

(2.11)

log pθ (xi )

i=1

For each log pθ (xi ) term, it is possible to show that it can be written as such
log pθ (xi ) = Eqϕ (z|xi ) [log pθ (xi |z)] − KL(qϕ (z|xi )∥pθ (z)) + KL(qϕ (z|xi )∥pθ (z|xi ))
{z
}
|
{z
} |
≥0

LELBO

(2.12)
where KL(·∥·) is the Kullback-Liebler divergence (further discussed in section
3.2). Here qϕ (z|xi ) is a probabilistic encoder function (usually parametrized
by a neural network) and pθ (xi |z) a probabilistic decoder network. The right
most term in (2.12) is not directly computable since it involves the quantity19
pθ (z|xi ) which is unknown. However, since the Kullback-Liebler divergence is
always greater than or equal to zero, this leaves the other two terms serving
as a lower bounded estimate of the left hand side. For this reason, the sum of
those two terms is known as the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) and is the loss
function optimized in the VAE framework. Increasing the value of this bound
is guaranteed to also increase the value for log pθ (xi ).
As the proposed method in this thesis does not directly conform to the VAE
formalism (but takes some inspiration from it), we will keep the following section
brief. We note a few interesting things about the ELBO:
19 Which admittedly looks like another trainable encoder function, but which represent the
true encoder function. This cannot be directly learned since we have no supervision on the
latent variables z. Instead we approximate this with the trainable function qϕ (z|xi ) who’s z
values will be an intermediate step in the learning process.
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The first term, Eqϕ (z|xi ) [log pθ (xi |z)], is very much like the reconstruction term
in (2.10). In this case however, we have a probabilistic encoder qϕ (z|xi ) instead
of a deterministic one, which typically is chosen as a multivariate Gaussian distribution with diagonal covariance. Because of the inherent uncertainty over the
encoded z values, we have to average the reconstruction loss over the distribution
in z. In practise, this can be approximated by drawing samples z ∼ qϕ (z|xi ),
computing the log probability for those latent codes and averaging the results.
Another difficult arises with the use of a probabilistic encoder. When computing
gradients of ∇θ,ϕ LELBO (θ, ϕ), it is not completely obvious how to differentiate
the expected value of the reconstruction since it is evaluated by a repeated sampling procedure20 . The solution to this problem is known as the reparametrization trick 21 and is amenable to all distributions qϕ (z|xi ) which can be written
as a transformation of some parameter free distribution. For example, in the
Guassian case, samples z ∼ qϕ (z|xi ) can equivalently be written22 as
z ∼ qϕ (z|xi )

⇔

z = µϕ (xi ) + σϕ (xi ) ⊙ ϵ

ϵ ∼ N (ϵ|0, 1)

(2.13)

In this way, once we have sampled a set of ϵ values, we may continuously (in a
differentiable manner) change these samples by perturbing the parameter set ϕ.
This leads to gradients that are much less noisy and will be quicker to compute
compared with having to sample a large set of z-values for every gradient update
step (the score-function way).
The second term in the ELBO is KL(qϕ (z|xi )∥pθ (z)). The distribution pθ (z)
is the prior over z and is typically chosen as the parameter free distribution
N (z|0, 1). Because of this choice and the fact that qϕ (z|xi ) was also chosen
to be Gaussian, the whole term can be analytically computed which is always
preferable to sample based estimation whenever possible.
This latter term works as a kind of regularization for the latent space. It will
heavily penalize parameter values ϕ for which the encoder produces z values
that are far outside the N (z|0, 1) ball of the prior. An illustration of this can
be shown in Figure 2.7. Here, we see that the clusters corresponding to the
different digits are being encoded into a place close to the prior p(z). This kind
of structure can be important for several reasons. For example, it can help
the generalization capability of the decoder. This is because the prior forces
the different classes to be located near each other (with potential overlapping)
which can results in training signals to decoder to reconstruct averaged versions
of different tasks. An example of this is shown in (c) where the ambiguous ’1’
or ’7’ digit reside near the border of the two class clusters. A prior over the
latent variables can also prevent the collapse of the encoded task distributions
to singular points in latent space. This scenario of task-collapse is generally
unwanted since it would potentially leave a lot of empty room inbetween these
points where the decoder will never be trained. As shown in (c) in Figure 2.5,
20 One could compute a noisy estimate of this gradient by using the so called score-function
estimator where for any f (z), we have that ∇ϕ Eqϕ (z|xi ) [f (z)] = Eqϕ (z|xi ) [f (z)∇θ log qϕ (z|xi )]
but which can have high variance and lead to a slowly converging method.
21 Sometimes, this is also referred to as path-wise derivative.
22 Where ⊙ simply means element-wise multiplication.
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this can hurt generalization performance. Moreover, if one needs to search the
latent space for tasks, having these reside in small regions of space can make
them harder to find.
In practise, the regularization term can also make optimization harder. The
N (z|0, 1) prior might be too strong and dominate the reconstruction term which
can result in scenarios shown in (d) in Figure 2.5. Various propositions for addressing this problem, such as the β-VAE [18] have been proposed where the
KL term is simply scaled by a constant β relative to the reconstruction term.
Unfortunately, this introduces an addition hyper-parameter β which typically
is problem dependent.
The proposed algorithm in this thesis will neither make use of a probabilistic
encoder, nor a regularizing prior like in the VAE. However, we do want to
highlight the potential way of handling task-ambiguity using a probabilistic
encoder. Consider Figure 2.8 below
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Figure 2.8: An example of task-ambiguity and a probabilistic encoder. We see
the task-ambiguity brought about by the black fine-tuning data points in the
figure. In this case, the points will match two of the specific functions from our
task-family. A proper probabilistic encoder would place an equally distributed
probability mass on the two latent coordinates of the two functions.
The illustration shows a case of task-ambiguity. The black fine-tuning data
points could have come from any of the two family members of our task-family.
The proper way23 to represent this task-uncertainty is to place an equal amount
of probability mass on the two different latent coordinates in frequency space.
This illustration highlights that even in this simple case, a proper probabilistic
encoder would have to be able to represent multimodal distributions in latent
space, which means that Gaussian assumption on latent space distributions (like
the one used in the VAE) may prove insufficient even in simple cases like these.
In section 5.3, we defer the development of a probabilist encoder as future work.
23 Of course, this argument depends on how the latent space is constructed in the first
place. For the sine-wave example, sin(θx) is the decoder and real line of θ values is the one
dimensional latent space. Separate points θi on this line map to different tasks and to represent
task ambiguity we place a probability distribution in latent space. Once could equally well
imagine that the decoder itself is reposnsible for handling this task-uncertainty. That is,
another kind of latent space in which a single latent vector point don’t represent a single
task instance (mapped via a deterministic decoder) but instead is mapped to a distribution
of functions (probabilistic decoder) that agrees with the fine-tuning data that got encoded.
Such a construction is more analogous to the method proposed in this thesis.
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2.4 Transfer- & meta learning
The idea of transfer learning refer to the ability of leveraging past experience to
solve a novel problem (as opposed to starting completely from scratch) and is
motivated to a large extent by how humans solve problems [37]. The domain of
transfer learning has gained recent popularity within the machine learning community under several different names, such as learning-to-learn, meta-learning,
knowledge transfer, multi-task learning etc.
In section 2.2.4 we mentioned that the weights of neural networks are commonly initialized with random values at the start of optimization. In this sense,
the learning process is starting from scratch which is one reason that explains
their sample-inefficiency and long training times. An alternative approach to
random weight initialization can instead be to leverage pre-trained weights (already optimized at an earlier time) and use these as a starting-point for further
optimization (fine-tuning). A common practise is to freeze a subset of such
pre-trained weights and only continue to optimize only a small subset based
on novel data. This practise is sometimes known as weight-sharing as the pretrained weights typically comes from another network trained at an earlier stage
on a different dataset.
This framework has proven successful in, for example, image recognition tasks.
In [36] these weights of a convolutional neural network was pre-trained on the
large ImageNet dataset [26] (containing 1.2 million images of 1000 different categorises of objects) and was then fine-tuned on novel tasks not present in the
original pre-training dataset. The fact that this works at all can at first appear
somewhat surprising since the novel images were not present in the pre-training
dataset. However, all natural images still share common characteristics regardless of their depiction (such as edges, objects and so on). These types of low level
features can be successfully transferred between seemingly unrelated classes of
images and can potentially aid the learning process of a future system in speed
and sample-efficiency. In the context of robotic applications, one could imagine
the transferring of such low-level knowledge as physical laws, object knowledge
and visual perception [35].
Another method for transferring previous knowledge is to explicitly pre-train a
neural network into a good initialization for further learning. In [9], the authors
pre-train a network into a particular parameter set θ from which one or a few
optimization steps (on a specific task loss) yields good performance on that task.
Unlike the previous setting, this framework does not freeze part of the parameter
set θ from pre-training but instead keeps on optimizing (fine-tuning) the whole
parameter set of the network. For more details on various meta-learning and
transfer algorithms relevant to this thesis, see section 3.8.
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2.5 Control of dynamical systems
2.5.1

The state space formulation

A convenient way to describe the behaviour of a system is using the state space
formulation. A state, denoted x ∈ Rn , is a vector which contains all necessary information to fully describe the system. Dynamical systems are those
with states that change in time. In general, the state is a continuously time
varying function x = x(t) that may depend on several different factors. In
this thesis, we consider discrete representations of state sequences trough time
. . . , xt−1 , xt , xt+1 , . . . .
There may be many different reasons for a system to evolve in time, but one
special reason might be because we can interact with it. Naturally, this is of
great interest so we highlight this special reason with the concept24 of a control
input, often labelled ut ∈ Rm . In this framework, the time-evolution of a system
is usually expressed by a so called state transition function
xt+1 = f (t, xt , ut )

(2.14)

Because of the recurrent relationship in (2.14), once an initial state x0 is known,
then any given control sequence u0 , u1 , . . . will produce a state-sequences {x1 =
f (x0 , u0 ), x2 = f (x1 , u1 ) . . . }. Sometimes this state-action sequence is referred
to as a trajectory T = {x0 , u0 , x1 , u1 , x2 . . . }. This formalism is very general
and encapsulates many areas of engineering.25

2.5.2

Optimal control for dynamical systems

When controlling a system, the aim is often to make the system behave in a desired way by somehow designing the control input sequence . . . , ut−1 , ut , ut+1 . . .
appropriately. Typically, this is done is by defining a cost function c(xt , ut ) (or,
equivalently, a reward function26 ) that associates a cost to every state-action
pair. The control task can then be framed as an optimization problem with the
goal of minimizing this cost over a pre-specified time-horizon of T time-steps.
Formally, this may be stated as
minimize
u0 ,...,uT

T
∑

c(xt , ut )

(2.15)

t=1

subject to xt+1 = f (t, xt , ut )
x0 (given)

(2.16)
(2.17)

Optimizing (2.15) will result in a sequence of optimal control actions u∗0 , . . . , u∗T .
This sequences is commonly known as an open-loop control sequence. Once the
starting state x0 is known, running the optimal open-loop control sequence will
yield an optimal state-action sequence x0 , u∗0 , x∗1 , u∗0 , x∗2 . . . with respect to x0
and the postulated cost function. However, suppose that after we had calculated
24 The branch of mathematics concerned with controlling dynamical systems is called Control
Theory
25 This formalism is also subsumed under the so called (Partially Observed) Markov Decision
Process (MDP), commonly used in the reinforcement learning literature.
26 With reward usually being the negative of the cost.
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the optimal action sequence that assumed a starting state of x0 , we actually
started at a slightly different state x′0 . Then that same control sequence could
potentially result in a very sub-optimal trajectory T because small changes in
initial conditions may drastically alter what state x1 the first optimal action
u∗0 will bring us, and so on. This is a major downside of the open-loop control
scheme and a very real problem as we typically are not one-hundered percent
sure of starting states (or even dynamic models f (t, xt , ut )) in real life applications.
To help mitigate this problem, one can try to design controllers that are not
specific optimal control sequences given an initial state, but instead are explicit
functions of the current state, ut = f (xt ). These are known as closed-loop
controllers (or sometimes state-feedback controllers or simply policies) and the
reasons why these are preferable to open-loop controllers27 is as follows: Suppose that ut = f (xt ) is the optimal controller, then for any state xt we are
guaranteed, by definition, to choose the right control action with respect to the
pre-defined cost function. In other words, a state-feedback controller has complete coverage of what action to take with respect to whatever state the system
might currently be in.
An optimal closed loop state-feedback controller will not be susceptible to the
kind of problems suffered by the open-loop controller described above. If we
happen to start at a slightly perturbed state x′0 , then u0 = f (x′0 ) will be the
optimal control action we can take from that state. This would be equivalent
to optimizing an open-loop control sequence from the actual starting state x′0
instead of x0 , but without having to do the optimization. The main downside
with these types of controllers is that they can be tricky to obtain. The next
section will introduce a particular closed-loop feedback controller for a restricted
class of systems called the (discrete) linear quadratic controller (LQR).

2.5.3

The Linear Quadratic Regulator

A particularly simple set of dynamical systems are linear, time-invariant deterministic systems. Highlighting both the continuous (2.18) and discrete version
(2.19), these systems can be written on the form
ẋ(t) = Acont. x(t) + Bcont. u(t)

(2.18)

xt+1 = Axt + But

(2.19)

where the state x ∈ Rn , the so called system-matrix A ∈ Rn×n , the control
matrix, and the control vector u ∈ Rn×m . 28 In general, one can also consider
additions such as noisy (or stochastic) transition functions, partially observed
models where a controller only have access to an incomplete part of the state,
time-varying dynamics (where the system matrices A = A(t) and B = B(t)
27 There is also the well known framework of Model Predictive Control (MPC), which do
compute an open loop control sequence in the spirit of (2.15), but instead of executing the
full action sequence u0 , . . . , uT , the method prescribes picking the first action u0 to take in
the real world and, after that, to redo (2.15) again, now starting from the actual new state u0
took us to. This replanning step has shown to be very helpful against model error in planning.
28 Conventional control literature denote the state x instead of s and the control action u
instead of a.
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are time-varying functions) but such system are not treated in this thesis. If we
make the function c(xt , ut ) in (2.15) to be quadratic in both state and controllers,
then the optimal control problem may be formulated as follows
∞

minimize
ut

1
1∑ T
x Qxt + uTt Rut + xTN +1 SxN +1
2 t=1 t
2

subject to xt+1 = Axt + But

(2.20)
(2.21)

ut = f (xt )

(2.22)

x0 (given)

(2.23)

The cost matrices Q and R and S are positive semidefinite matrices. The
constants are either consequences of the particular control problem itself or are
chosen by a designer. The problem is known as the (infinite horizon) Linear
Quadratic Optimal Control problem since the objective is quadratic in the states
and actions and the transition dynamics is linear in the states and actions.
Omitting the derivation, the optimization problem has a unique state-feedback
control solution29 ut = −Kxt , which is a linear function in the state [42] . The
so called feedback gain matrix K can be written in terms of the pre-defined
quantities A, B, R, Q as
K = (R + B T M B)−1 B T M A

(2.24)

where M is the unique solution to the Algebraic Ricatti Equation (ARE)
M = Q + AT M A − (AT M B)(R + B T M B)−1 (B T M A)

(2.25)

A common way to derive this result is via Dynamic Programing.
To benchmark the performance of the proposed algorithm (chapter 3) we will,
amongst other things, look at a family of linearised models of the kind in (2.19).
The family of systems are the well known cart-pole where the task-family consists of poles with varying lengths (section 4.2.1). When practically working
with the linear systems, we leverage automatic solvers for the (ARE) (see 2.7).

29 Given some reasonable assumption, such as the system being controllable, for more details
on this, see [32].
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2.6 Black-box optimization
In addition to working with discrete and linear dynamics models mentioned in
the previous section, we will also work with the MuJoCo robotic simulator [51]
with non-linear systems. Optimizing (2.15) in this setting presents a number of
problems: First, because of non-linear transition dynamics function f (xt , ut ),
we do not have any general closed-form solution to the problem (even for simple
cost functions, like the quadratic). Second, we do not even have direct access
to the closed-form dynamics model for the system, but can only sample discrete
state-action-next-state tuples (xt , ut , xt+1 ) by interacting with the simulator30 .
The general setting where one wants to optimize a function by only using discrete evaluations of that function is commonly known as black-box optimization
or derivative-free optimization and fits the sampling to search paradigm. There
are several methods proposed for this use-case and two commons ones include
Bayesian Optimization (BO) and Evolutionary methods. To find controllers for
the simulated systems considered in this thesis, we will make use of a particular
instance of the latter category of methods known as Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES). In the following paragraphs we will very
briefly describe the high level overview of the stochastic search process underlying CMA-ES and we refer to [16] for more details. Algorithm 1 is adapted from
[15].
Algorithm 1: High-Level overview of a stochastic search algorithm
Input : Initial parameter state θ ∈ Rm , population size T ∈ R,
function f (x) ∈ Rv to be optimized.
Output : Optimal parameter set θ
while not done do
x1 , . . . , xT ← SampleDistribution(p(x|θ))OfPopulationSize(T ) ;
c1 , . . . , cT ← Evaluate(f (x1 ), . . . , f (xT )) ;
θ ← UpdateParamters({x1 , c1 }, . . . , {xT , cT });
end
The distribution p(x|θ) used by CMA-ES is a parametrized multivariate Gaussian p(x|θ) = N (x|µ(θ), C(θ)). All machinery of the algorithm is hidden under
the line UpdateParamters and furtherer details is beyond the scope of this
thesis. In this sense, we will also treat the algorithm itself as a black box.
The algorithm is known for its easy of use, versatility and performance (especially when the dimensionality of x is below the hundreds). For these reasons,
we will use this algorithm for different purposes such as finding controller values to gather training data for the main algorithm (see 4.2.1 and 4.2.8) and for
further fine-tuning the latent space (see 4.2.7 and 4.2.10).

30 While

technically possible to compute gradients through the simulator, we did not invest
the time in this as the much easier black-box optimization strategies were sufficient for our
experiments.
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2.7 Software
Here, we list all software used in the thesis:
• TensorFlow For all neural network training, the open-source software
library TensorFlow[1] was used. Tensorflow includes automatic differentiation and built in optimizers (such as Adam).
• MuJoCo For two of the numerical experiments with dynamical system,
we used the MuJoCo physics engine [51]. The robotic systems are specified
as XML files where attributes such as joints and motors can be added. The
two robotic system that we consider are modified versions of two XML-files
accompanying the OpenAI Gym [6] toolkit called inverted_pendulum.xml
and thrower.xml. While we did not use the OpenAI gym interface directly, all interactions with MuJoCo was made using the python interface
mujoco-py from OpenAI.
• NumPy & Matplotlib NumPy is a python package for working with
vectors and was used for all data pre-processing. Matplotlib was used to
generate all plots.
• pycma The pycma package is a python implementation of the CMAES algorithm (section 2.6) and was extensively used for all cases with
derivative-free optimization such as finding controller sequences (see 4.2.4
and 4.2.8) or further fine-tuning in latent space (see 4.2.7 and 4.2.10).
• Scikit-learn The Scikit-learn toolbox [39] for python was used for generating Gaussian Process predictions (see section 4.1.4) and for the t-SNE
visualization of the latent space in section 4.2.6.
• MATLAB MATLAB was used to discretize the continous linear statespace system in section 4.2.2 using the c2d (continous-to-discrete) command in the Control System Toolbox™. MATLAB also contains an automatic solver for the (ARE) (2.25) which enables quick computation of the
optimal controller of the LQR method via the command K = dlqr(A,B,Q,R)
provided the system matricies A and B and the cost matrices Q and R.
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Chapter 3

The latent task-embedding
algorithm
In this chapter we introduce the main algorithm proposed for the few-shot function approximation task. We will begin by presenting a conceptual sketch of
the idea behind the task-embedding framework in section 3.1. After that, we
proceed with the formal problem setup and present the loss function used to
optimize the encoder-decoder networks in the pre-training step in section 3.2.
The description of the algorithm is complemented with pseudocode for both the
pre-training step and the three alternative fine-tuning steps in section 3.6. In
section 3.7 we highlight the specific use case of applying the algorithm in the
context of dynamical systems. Finally, we present the related work on which
the proposed method is based on in section 3.8.
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3.1 Conceptual sketch
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Figure 3.1 shows a conceptual sketch of the task-embedding framework:
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Figure 3.1: A conceptual sketch of the idea of task-embeddings. Subsets of
data points (fine-tuning data) from three given tasks gets individually encoded
via qϕ (x, y) into separate latent representations. These representations are then
merged (M) to form a summarized representation z of the task. By design,
the encoder is incentivised to place the merged encodings of the same tasks
near each other as indicated by the clusters latent vectors of similar colours.
Two different decoder networks dθ (x, z) and gγ (x, z) are trained to decoded the
encoded points into a primary (τi ) and auxiliary (Ai ) function. The primary
function is the same function as the one from which the fine-tuning data came.
The auxiliary function is a new function chosen by a designer to be coupled
with the same latent task vector. The primary and auxiliary functions need not
be related in any way. Fine-tuning data may be optionally used to improve the
prediction of the primary task by computing gradients based on the decoded
predictions and this data. Additional steps in the latent space can then be taken
to move in more favourable directions as illustrated with the red example.
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3.2 Formal problem setup
In this section we will describe the formal problem setup and assumptions for
the main algorithm and motivate the loss function used in the pre-training step.
(p)

(a)

We assume to have access to a pre-training dataset D = {Dτt , Dτt }Tt=1 . The
index t indicates different tasks. (p) will be shorthand for primary task and (a)
for auxiliary task. For each task τt , each of the two datasets dataset is assumed
to contain (x, y) pairs as such
(p)

(p)
(p) N

(a)

Nτ(a)
t

τt
Dτ(p)
= {xk , yk }k=1
t

(a)

Dτ(a)
= {xk , yk }k=1
t
(p)

(3.1)
(3.2)

(a)

where we refer to the xk ∈ Rd(p) , xk ∈ Rd(a) as primary- and auxiliary inputs
(p)
(a)
and yk ∈ Rm(p) , yk ∈ Rm(a) as the primary- and auxiliary outputs respec(p)
(p)
(p)
(a)
tively. The integers Nτt = |Dτt | and Nτt = |Dτt | signifies the size of each
dataset respectively. We will assume that each task can be viewed as a specific parametric configuration of some unknown system that generates the data.
In this sense, τt can be viewed as being the parameters of this unknown sys(·)
tem. Each Dτt is assumed to be sampled from this system with the specific
parametric configuration τt
Dτ(p)
∼ p(p) (Dτ(p)
|τt )
t
t

(3.3)

Dτ(a)
∼ p(a) (Dτ(a)
|τt )
t
t

(3.4)

Note that the data for the primary task is assumed to come from the distribution p(p) while the data from the auxiliary task is assumed to come from another
distribution p(a) .
Given a new dataset of modest size (which we will label the fine-tuning dataset)
(f t)
D(f t) ∼ p(p) (Dτt |τt ) sampled from p(p) with some unknown task configuration τt , the ultimate goal of the algorithm is to approximate the distributions
p(p) (y (p) |x(p) , τt ) and p(a) (y (a) |x(a) , τt ) well over some input range.
To approximate p(p) (y (p) |x(p) , τt ) and p(a) (y (a) |x(a) , τt ) we define two new conditional distributions: The primary decoder Dθ (y (p) |x(p) , zt ) and auxiliary decoder Gγ (y (a) |x(a) , zt ). These functions are functions of two inputs x, z and are
D
G
parametrized by adjustable (optimizable) parameters θ ∈ Rd and γ ∈ Rd .
(·)
The first input x will be the input at which we are interested in evaluating
z
the decoded function, and the second input zt ∈ Rd is a latent task coordinate
which, in turn, will depend on the fine-tuning dataset via a parametric encoder
Q
(f t)
function Qϕ (zt |Dτt ) with adjustable parameters ϕ ∈ Rd . The aim is now to
search for ϕ, θ and γ for which Dθ (y (p) |x(p) , zτ ) approximates p(p) (y (p) |x(p) , τt )
well and Gγ (y (p) |x(p) , zτ ) approximates p(a) (y (a) |x(a) , τt ) well. The word well
here is so far unspecified and in the following paragraphs we will expand on how
such approximations may be quantified and optimized for.
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Consider approximating p(p) (y (p) |x(p) , τ ) by Dθ (y (p) |x(p) , zτ ). When comparing
two distributions, a common way to quantify their similarities are via the KLdivergence KL(q(y)||p(y)) defined as
∫ ∞
q(y)
KL(q(y)∥p(y)) =
q(y) log
dy = Eq(y) [log q(y) − log p(y)]
(3.5)
p(y)
−∞
As can be seen, given two distributions q(y) and p(y), the construction will
output a single scalar value. The KL-divergence has the crucial property that
KL(q(y)∥p(y)) ≥ 0 and with strict equality1 only when p(y) = q(y). This makes
the construction useful as a loss function to be optimized in the case where one
can adjust one distribution in the hope of matching it to the other.
However, since p(p) (y (p) |x(p) , τ ) and Dθ (y (p) |x(p) , zτ ) are two conditional distributions, directly computing the quantity in (3.5) for this case will not result in
an (optimiziable) scalar value since the quantity depends on the conditioning
variables (which are assumed to be given). A reasonable thing to do in this case
is to consider the KL-divergence between these distribution averaged over the
conditioning variables. Such a construction is also known as the the conditional
KL-divergence. In this case we would have
[
L(ϕ, θ) = Eτ ∼p(τ ) ED(f t) ∼p

(f t)
|τ )
(p) (Dτ

τ

[
[
Ex(p) ∼p(p) (x(p) ) Ez∼q

[
(f t)
)
ϕ (z|Dτ

(
)]]]]
KL p(p) (y (p) |x(p) , τ ) Dθ (y (p) |x(p) , z)
(3.6)

From (3.5), we see that the first term in the exception on the right hand side
includes pp (y (p) |x(p) , τ ) for which we don’t assume to know the analytic form,
but can only sample data from as illustrated in the exceptions. However, since
p(p) does not depend of the parameters ϕ and θ, we may omit this term and
form an equivalent loss function with the same minimum.
[
L(ϕ, θ) = −Eτ ∼p(τ ) E

[

(f t)
(f t)
Dτ
∼p(p) (Dτ
|τ )

Ex(p) ∼p

(p) )
(p) (x

[

E

[
(f t)
z∼Qϕ (z|Dτ
)

[

Ey(p) ∼p

(p) |x(p) ,τ )
(p) (y

log Dθ (y (p) |x(p) , z)

(3.7)

In this thesis we will use a deterministic encoder function (i.e a Dirac delta
(f t)
distribution) for Qϕ (zτ |Dτ )
zτ = Qϕ (Dτ(f t) )

(3.8)

which means that we may write (3.7) as
[
L(ϕ, θ) = −Eτ ∼p(τ ) ED(f t) ∼p
τ

[
(f t)
|τ )
(p) (Dτ

[
[
]]]]
Ex(p) ∼p(p) (x(p) ) Ey(p) ∼p(p) (y(p) |x(p) ,τ ) log Dθ (y (p) |x(p) , z)
,

z = Qϕ (Dτ(f t) )

Analogously for Gγ (y (a) |x(a) , zτ ), we have that
[
L(ϕ, γ) = −Eτ ∼p(τ ) ED(f t) ∼p
τ

[
(f t)

(p) (Dτ

|τ )

[
]]]]
[
,
Ex(a) ∼p(a) (x(a) ) Ey(a) ∼p(p) (y(a) |x(a) ,τ ) log Gγ (y (a) |x(a) , z)

z = Qϕ (Dτ(f t) )
1 Note however, it is not an ordinary metric because of the asymmetry with respect to its
inputs.
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]]]]]

Since we are interested in finding good approximations for two independent
distributions, we may consider the two sum of both losses and form the final
loss function to be optimized L(ϕ, θ, γ) as such
[
[
L(ϕ, θ, γ) = −Eτ ∼p(τ ) ED(f t) ∼p (D(f t) |τ )
τ
τ
(p)
[
[
]]
Ex(p) ∼p(p) (x(p) ) Ey(p) ∼p(p) (y(p) |x(p) ,τ ) log Dθ (y (p) |x(p) , z) +
[
[
]]
Ex(a) ∼p(a) (x(a) ) Ey(a) ∼p(a) (y(a) |x(a) ,τ ) log Gγ (y (a) |x(a) , z)
]]
,
z = Qϕ (Dτ(f t) )

(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)

Monte Carlo estimates this loss function can be now be taken in batches analogous to how one would optimize (2.5) and which proceed as follows: First,
we sample m tasks from some prior task distribution p(τ ) (in this thesis we
chose this always to be a uniform distribution with a range that depends on the
(f t)
from
task). Then, for each task we sample a batch of fine-tuning data Dτ
(f t)
the primary task disquisition p(p) . This dataset gets encoded via Qϕ (Dτ )
into a latent task variable z. Then, we do the following for both the primaryand auxiliary task distributions: First, we sample a batch of input values x(·)
from to each respective distribution p(p) and p(a) independently, and once we
have these, we sample corresponding output points y (·) given these input points
and task-specifications. Once this is done, we form the log likelihoods shown in
(3.9)-(3.13) for the primary and auxiliary tasks average the values to produce a
final scalar loss. Algorithm 2 illustrates this procedure in pseudocode.
Up to this point, we have merely referred to the trainable distributions Qϕ , Dθ
and Gγ by abstract letters. We now we specify their functional form. Both
decoder distributions will have identical function forms (but with separate parameters). We choose these decoder distribution to be multivariate Gaussian
distributions with diagonal covariance matrices (specified by a diagonal vector),
2
with means µ̂(·) (x(·) , zτ ) and diagonal covariance vectors σ̂(·)
(x(·) , zτ ) which are
two deterministic function of their input. These vectors well be the output layer
of trainable neural networks with parameters θ and γ
Dθ (y (p) |x(p) , zτ ) = N (y (p) |µ̂θ (x(p) , zτ ), σ̂θ2 (x(p) , zτ )I)
Gγ (y

(a)

|x

(a)

, zτ ) = N (y

(a)

|µ̂γ (x

(a)

, zτ ), σ̂γ2 (x(a) , zτ )I)

(3.14)
(3.15)

The design choice of restricting the covariance matrices to be diagonal means
that each output component is considered to be independent from the others. Restricting ourselves to diagonal covariance matrices reduces the number
of output parameters of σ̂θ2 (x(p) , zτ ) and σ̂γ2 (x(a) , zτ ) to RM and should aid
learning compared to learning the full covariance matrices. The functions µ̂θ
and σ̂θ2 share the same base network and are only separated by a set of linear
transformations of the last activations2 , as is common practise when outputting
2 Referring back to equation (2.1g) in section 2.2.2 this would be equivalent to two separate
outputs µ = f1 = Wt gt−1 + bt and σ 2 = f2 = Wt+1 gt−1 + bt+1 , both transforming the last
activation gt−1 , instead of the single output f .
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distributions. The same is true for the auxiliary decoder. Note also that the
two decoders share the same latent task-encoding zτ . The purpose of having
two decoder might seem superfluous at this point but we will elaborate on why
such a construction might be useful in section 3.7.
(f t)

The encoder Qϕ (Dτ ) is deliberately chosen as a deterministic function, rather
than a probabilistic one, for simplicity. Standard feed-forward networks like the
MPL (of which it is based) cannot deal with a variable size inputs and the fact
that the size of the fine-tuning data set |D(f t) | can be of varying size makes this
(f t)
a problem. In other words, for Qϕ (Dτ ) to make sense, we need some way of
(f t)
compressing Dτ into a fixed size representation, regardless of how many data
points it may contain. This is done by having a encoder function qϕ (x, y) that
(f t) (f t)
will process each {xi , yi }i pair in D(f t) separately and encode them into
latent variables zi ∈ Rdz , usually with dimension ≈ 100 to 200.
zi = qϕ (xi , yi ),

∀(xi , yi ) ∈ D(f t)

(3.16)

The function qϕ (x, y) is modelled as a simple feed forward network where the
inputs x, y (always of size Rd(p) + Rm(p) ) are simply concatenated into a single
input vector. All these encoded vectors then gets merged into a single vector
of equal size by a process to which we will refer as feature-wise max pooling,
denoted here as M.
zτ = M(z1 , . . . , zT ),

where T = |D(f t) |

(3.17)

This is designed to takes each point in the fine-tuning set and construct a compressed representations of these for summerizing the task. The merge process3
extracts the maximum value for each dimension for all of its input vectors and
forms another vector out of these. In other words, the i:th component of the zτ
vector returned from M can be written
{zτ }(i) = max({z1 }(i) , . . . , {zT }(i) )

(3.18)

A useful property to impose on M is order-invariance, as for most use cases, it
should not matter in which order the latent vectors gets merged. Feature-wise
max pooling maintains this property.4 In this way, the deterministic encoder
(f t)
Qϕ (Dτ ) is composed of equations (3.16) and (3.17).
Now that the mechanics of the algorithm are described, what remains is the
actual training process for finding optimal values for the three parameter sets
ϕ, θ and γ in order to minimize the loss L(ϕ, θ, γ). We will refer to this optimization procedure as the pre-training phase of the algorithm and is the first
of two stages of operation. We will refer to the second stage as the fine-tuning
phase. The former stage is computed offline using the two pre-training datasets
D that includes pre-training data from many different tasks with the aim of
finding ϕ, θ and γ. At this stage, we impose no restrictions on sample efficiency
3 Note that this operation always returns a single vector z of same shape as z , . . . , z ,
1
T
independently of the number T .
4 This idea is inspired by [54] and similar work have suggested simple averaging as an
alternative merge operator. [12]
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or training time.
The latter phase (in which we aim for sample-efficiency) is done online once the
algorithm has been given a novel fine-tuning data set D(f t) . In section 3.3, we
discuss the different ways of fine-tuning. The simplest one (also shown in Algo(f t)
rithm 3) will simply consist of a function evaluation of Qϕ (Dτ ). The result of
this computation will return an latent zτ which is then used as the second input
for to the two decoder functions such that they can be queried at new input
locations x(·) and make new predictions. This process is shown graphically in
Figure 3.3. For the pre-training and fine-tuning algorithms, we refer the reader
to section 3.6.
2
A last point should be made regarding the uncertainty estimates σ̂(·)
. The training procedure of sampling fine-tuning data points of different sizes |D(f t) | (see
Algorithm 2) for each gradient batch can aid the construction of the uncertainty
estimates. As an intuition of this, we first consider the case with task-ambiguity
(as shown in Figure 2.8). In general, the less fine-tuning data we have, the higher
the chance of such scenarios. Assume that we encode a single fine-tuning data
point shared with two tasks. This single data point will get encoded to a specific
place zτ in latent space. Suppose further that the current pre-training batch
contains data from the two tasks at roughly the same x location but that the
tasks differ substantially in their y locations around this input. In such a case,
optimizing the average of the two log likelihoods Dθ (y1 |x, zτ ) + Dθ (y2 |x, zτ )
should probably result in a wider distribution (larger uncertainty) over y at this
particular input location x as this would achieve the lowest loss.

Consider instead the opposite scenario where we have a large amount of finetuning data from a specific task. Suppose that this amount is enough to completely disambiguate the task from any other family member. In such a case, we
would ideally like a very small variance around the mean prediction5 , since we
already are certain of the task. Because no other task share the same fine-tuning
data points, the chance of ending up with a unique vector after the merge step
is comparatively much larger than in the previous example. Given this unique
input location zτ , optimizing Dθ (y1 |x, zτ ) would naturally result in a narrow
distribution at the particular x value as that would yield the lowest log likelihood. (Of course, the actual loss function still is an average of the loss over
many samples, but all those, unlike the previous case, will have latent encodings
sufficiently different from zτ which can enable the network to learn that it can
maintain a narrow distribution for this particular latent encoding and x value).

3.3 Different ways of fine-tuning
As algorithms 3, 4 and 5 suggests, there exists different ways of performing
fine-tuning one we have a pre-trained model. The simplest one (shown in Algorithm 3) will simply use the pre-trained encoder Qϕ (Df t ) to encode a given
fine-tuning data-set into a latent code zτ precisely leveraging how the encoderdecoder functions were pre-trained.
5 Assuming

that the task data is absent of noise.
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A second alternative, shown in Algorithm 4, makes use of the fact that once
provided with a fine-tuning data set Df t , we also have access a small set of
labelled data that can be used for supervision. In other words, the fine-tuning
(f t) (f t)
data set Df t = {xi , yi } may get encoded into a place where the decoder,
for whatever reason, has not learned a sufficiently good approximation to the
primary task. However, it is possible to use this encoded point as a starting
point for further searching the latent space in a local neighbourhood around
this point and measure how the decoded primary function changes as we do
so. Specifically, since we have access to a small amount of fine-tuning data,
we can, for every position zt in latent space, form a loss function between the
predictions of the primary decoder Dθ evaluated at the inputs of the fine-tuning
(f t)
(f t)
data points {xi } and the true (labelled) outputs {yi } from the fine-tuning
data set.
This is an extension to the framework used in the Conditional Neural Process
paper (section 3.8). In the CNP, the method never measures the fit in the online
(fine-tuning) stage. Instead, the method only encodes the fine-tuning data set
and tries to decode (reconstruct) the original function from there. By forming this additional loss over fine-tuning data points with respect to the latent
variable z, our method makes double use of the ground-truth data provided at
fine-tuning time. If z0 is the initial encoding returned by the encoder, we may
write this loss function as
1∑
(f t)
(f t)
(f t)
log N (yi |µ̂θ (xi , zt ), σ̂θ2 (xi , zt )I)
n i=1
n

L(zt ) =

z0 = Qϕ (Df t )

(3.19)
(3.20)

We can compute gradients ∇z L(z) w.r.t this loss and move (zt+1 ← zt −
α∇z L(zt ))6 in latent space in order to improve it (This process is illustrated
in Figure 3.1 with the red task).
We note a few properties about such a procedure: It is not guaranteed to produce an overall better approximation to the primary task even though the loss
over the fine-tuning data set may decrease. This is because we are always at
risk of overfitting to the small amount of fine-tuning data points.
However, the practise of moving only in latent space means that this risk is probably reduced when compared to optimizing all networks parameters ϕ, θ and γ
with respect to this loss. The intuition for this is that such an optimization,
including many more degrees of freedom than moving just in z, may have more
options to easily fit the fine-tuning data points but simultaneity also produce
unwanted behaviour in the areas where we don’t have any fine-tuning data (as
an example of poor networks performance in untrained areas, see 5.1). To further belabour this point, imagine that we had learned a decoder function that
only reproduced sine-curves (within a certain frequency interval as described
in section 2.3.1) i.e, d(x, z) = µ̂(x, z) = sin(zx). In this case, if a particular
latent coordinate zt yields a low loss L(zt ) over the fine-tuning data set, we
6 In

practise, we use Adam (section 2.2.5) instead of ordinary gradient descent in this step.
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can be more certain to have found the right function even in regions outside
our fine-tuning data. Compare this to having to optimize a more general function fκ (xt , zt ) with many adjustable parameters κ (perhaps a neural network)
over the small fine-tuning data set. While the curve-fit on the fine-tuning data
may be good locally, the large number of degrees of freedom makes overfitting
much more of a problem. The most extreme case of this would be to simply
use a non pre-trained neural network (with randomly initialized weights) as
shown in section 4.1.4. In this case, the many degrees of freedom of a unstructured neural network (coupled with the randomly initialization weights) results
in poor prediction performance outside the data range. This same argument
can be extended for methods like MAML (see section 3.8) that simply identifies a good starting location κ0 for a neural network fκ (x) in the pre-training
(meta-learning) phase. Once this initial parameter set κ0 is found, then the
fine-tuning process is simply the standard gradient descent procedure over the
fine-tuning data with respect to the whole parameter set κ. This method is
very general but, as discussed above, since a large network typically has much
capacity to represent many different functions, computing gradient updates on
a small fine-tuning data set in this way may be more vulnerable to over fitting
(despite a good weight-initialization κ0 ) compared with a latent-variable system
that is constrained to fine-tune in a smaller latent space coupled with a fixed
pre-trained decoder.
We will also highlight the fact that this additional fine-tuning step is not possible to do directly with the auxiliary task - which is why we make the distinction
between the two types of task in the first place. When moving from one coordinate z to z ′ in latent space, this will, of course, also change the auxiliary task (as
the both decoders are designed to share the same latent task input). However,
as we observe no fine-tuning data points from the auxiliary task, we have no way
of confirming potential improvement (or degradation) when stepping around in
latent space.
The third way of fine-tuning (Algorithm 5) is qualitatively different than the
previous two and is more centred towards robotic applications as it requires an
external cost (reward) function C(z) not directly coupled with the fine-tuning
data fit. To explain the setting we will refer to how the algorithm is used in the
context of dynamical systems. For complementarity details, we refer to section
3.7.
In this setting we will assume that the auxiliary task is a pre-trained controller
policy function ut = π(xt , z) used by a robot taking actions in an environment.
The process of fine-tuning to such a system follows the usual way of encoding a
fine-tuning data set D(f t) = {xt , ut , xt+1 }t , typically of state-action-next-state
transitions, to get a latent task coordinate z which is then used as input to the
auxiliary decoder gγ (x, z) = π(xt , z) to take actions. Even though the whole
system is trained to infer the correct system and the corresponding control policy function, due various reasons (as discussed in 5.1) it can be the case that the
inferred controller fails to perform the desired job (see for example section 4.2.9).
However, if we are in a setting where we can assume to try out several possible
latent coordinates (variations of a task) for a control problem, we can leverage
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the pre-trained prior of the auxiliary decoder and investigate if neighbouring
latent points7 close to the initial encoding z0 = Qϕ (D(f t) ) will produce better
results. Since we assume access to an external cost (reward) function provided
by the simulator, optimizing for this cost directly is often times closer to our
true objective.8 Note that in such a case, we typically have to evaluate a whole
sequence of actions u0 , u1 , . . . from a policy ut = µ̂γ (xt , zi ) depending on zi .
Running a policy from an initial state results in a particular trajectory in state
space T = x0 , u0 , x1 , . . . where each (xt , ut ) pair incurs a cost for that particular
time step. The total accumulated cost C(zi ) over T time steps is the function
we are interested in. In this way, every single evaluation of the performance of
a particular choice of latent coordinate zi typically require several steps in the
simulator. Formally, this is the same problem as (2.15), i.e
C(zi ) =

T
∑

c(xt , ut )

(3.21)

t=1

subject to xt+1 = f (t, xt , ut )

(3.22)

ut = µ̂γ (xt , zi )

(3.23)

x0 (given)

(3.24)

where c(xt , ut ) is some cost function defined in the environment, f is the transition function and where we typically use only the mean µ̂γ (xt , zi ) as the control
function.9 Searching the latent space around neighbourhood of the encoded
point z0 may be done by any search sampling based search method, such as
random search, policy gradient [50] or CMA-ES etc. In our experiments, we
will use CMA-ES for this purpose (see 4.2.7 and 4.2.10).

7 Note that for this kind of optimization to be successful, we implicitly assume that there
exists at least one location in latent space for which the decoder has learned a task variation
adequate for our needs. We also assume that this point is not too far from z0 .
8 In other words, we typically don’t care as much about the quality of the curve-fit for
the transition-function as we do about finding a policy which yields good performance in the
simulator.
9 One could also sample individual actions at every time step based on u ∼ G (u |x , z ).
t
γ
t t i
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3.4 Algorithm architecture (pre-training)
Figure 3.2 illustrates the pre-training process of the algorithm10 :
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the algorithm at pre-training time. Blue boxes (all
three hues) indicate encoder and decoder networks to be optimized. (a) Fine(f t) (f t)
tuning training data points {xi , yi }ni=1 (from the primary-task dataset)
gets individually encoded via the function qϕ (x, y), resulting in n separate latent
vectors z1 , . . . , zn . (b) These gets merged with M into a single vector z of equal
dimension. (c) The latent vector z gets concatenated with primary training
(p)
data input xi and is fed as input to the primary decoder function dθ (x, z)
(p)
to produce output ŷi . (d) The same latent vector z also gets concatenated
(a)
with auxiliary training data input xi and is fed as input to the auxiliary
(a)
decoder function gγ (x, z) to produce output ŷi . (e) Finally, a least-square loss
is constructed in a supervised fashion by penalizing the difference between the
(·)
(·)
ground-truth values yi of the training data and the predicted values ŷi at the
(·)
corresponding input points xi . The figure illustrates the data flow and loss
function L(ϕ, θ, γ) for a single task. In practise however, we typically compute
the loss in batches consisting of several tasks (see Algorithm 2). The final loss
function whose gradient is used to update ϕ, θ, γ is simply the average of all loss
functions for each task.

10 Some simplifications are made for cleaner notation, such as having the deocder functions
be deterministic instead of stochastic (i.e omitting the output of variance functions) and
computing the least-square loss instated of maximum likelihood in (e). The overall idea is the
same.
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3.5 Algorithm architecture (fine-tuning)
Figure 3.3 shows the fine-tuning process for the proposed algorithm11 :
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the algorithm at fine-tuning time. Blue boxes (all
three hues) indicate pre-trained encoder and decoder networks. (a) Fine-tuning
(f t) (f t)
data points {xi , yi }ni=1 gets individually encoded via the function qϕ (x, y),
resulting in n separate latent vectors z1 , . . . , zn . (b) These gets merged with
M into a single vector z of equal dimension. (c) This latent z vector gets
(f t)
concatenated with each of the {xi }ni=1 fine-tuning inputs and the concatenated
pairs are each separately decoded via function dθ (x, z) to produce predicted
(f t)
outputs {ŷi }ni=1 . In the optional steps (d) and (e), which can be bypassed
(as illustrated by the green wavy line), these predictions are then used to form
(f t)
a least-squares loss L(z) with the true fine-tuning data outputs {yi }ni=1 . The
latent variable z then gets updated by taking one or a few gradient steps ∇z L(z)
on this loss (with step size α) which results in a new latent vector z ∗ . In (e)
and (f ) this new latent vector is separately concatenated with new inputs that
are finally decoded through the primary- and secondary decoders dθ (x, z) and
gγ (x, z) to produce the new predictions at the corresponding new input values.

11 Like in Figure 3.2, some simplifications are made for cleaner notation, such as having the
decoder functions be deterministic instead of stochastic etc.
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3.6 Pseudocode
Here we show the pseudocode for the pre-training algorithm.
Algorithm 2: Pre-training (Offline)
(p)

(a)

: Complete training data set D = {Dτt , Dτt }Tt=1 , initial network
parameters ϕ, θ, γ, integers N (f t) , N (p) , N (a) , m
Settings : Learning rate λ, network architecture, latent space dimension
Output : Optimized network parameters ϕ, θ, γ
for i = 1, 2, . . . do
τ1 . . . , τm ∼ Sample(m)TaskIndeciesFrom(p(τ ));
for j = 1 to m do
(f t)
(f t)
(f t)
(p)
(f t)
{xk , yk }N
)RandomPointsFrom(Dτj );
k=1 ← get(N
Input

(p)

(p)

(p)

(p)

(a)

(a)

(a)

(a)

(a)

(a)

(p)
{xk , yk }N
)RandomPointsFrom(Dτj );
k=1 ← get(N
(a)
{xk , yk }N
)RandomPointsFrom(Dτj );
k=1 ← get(N
(f t)
(f t)
z1 , . . . , zN (f t) ← Encode({xk , yk }k )with(qϕ (x, y));
z ← Merge(z1 , . . . , zN (f t) )using(M);
(p)
(p)
(p)
(p)
(p)
[µ̂1 , σ̂1 ], . . . , [µ̂N (p) , σ̂N (p) ] ← Decode({xk , z}k )with(dθ (x, z));
(a)

(a)

(a)

[µ̂1 , σ̂1 ], . . . , [µ̂N (a) , σ̂N (a) ] ← Decode({xk , z}k )with(gγ (x, z));
(p)

(p)

(p)

(p)

N
;
P1 , . . . PN (p) ← {log N (yk |µ̂k , [σ̂k ]2 I)}k=1
(a) (a)
(a)
N (a)
;
A1 , . . . AN (a) ← {log N (yk |µ̂k , [σ̂k ]2 I)}k=1
(p)
(a)
∑
∑
N
N
1
1
Lj ← N (p) k=1 Pk + N (a) k=1 Ak ;

end
∑m
1
L ← −m
t=1 Lt ;
ϕ, θ, γ ← TakeGradientStepOn(L)usingAdamWithLearningRate(λ);
end

Depending on the particular problem, some parts of the algorithm may be omitted. For example, we might not have an auxiliary task, in which case all steps
(a)
including Dτt are omitted. The integer N (f t) , which sets the amount of finetuning data that gets encoded into latent space, can also be allowed to vary
between each call such function call instead of being a fixed input to the algorithm. By letting N (f t) vary from, for example, 1 to |D(f t) |, between batches we
can potentially get better uncertainty estimates σ (·) as mentioned in section 3.2.
More trivial details are skipped for brevity, such as how long the outer i =
1, 2 . . . loops run (which is a design choice and generally depends on the application) and other implementation details such as having the neural network
(·)
(·)
decoders return, not σ̂i (as is shown in Algorithm 2), but rather log[σ̂i ]2
which helps in numerical stability.
Choices for the integers N (f t) , N (p) , N (a) , m ended up not affecting the performance too much and can probably set to a range of values. For our experiments
m ≈ 2 − 10 and N (p) , N (a) ≈ 50 − 300. The amount of fine-tuning data points
N (f t) was more related to the specific problem: Sometimes (as was the case in
4.1) we set N (f t) ≈ 1 − 30 and in other examples (such as in 4.2.4) we used
N (f t) = 200.
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Here we present the pseudocode for three separate version of the fine-tuning
algorithm. As we discussed above, parts of the steps in the algorithms may be
omitted depending on the particular problem.
Algorithm 3: Fine-tuning (Online)
Input

: Pre-trained encoder-decoder network parameters ϕ, θ, γ,
(f t)
(f t)
Fine-tuning data set Df t = {xi , yi }n
i=1
(p)
(p)
(p)
Output : Latent coordinate z, prediction {µ̂∗ , σ̂∗ } at new input x∗ ,
(a)
(a)
(a)
prediction {µ̂∗ , σ̂∗ } at new input x∗
(f t)
(f t)
z1 , . . . , zn ← Encode({xi , yi }i )with(qϕ (x, y));
z ← Merge(z1 , . . . , zn )using(M);
(p)
(p)
(p)
[µ̂∗ , σ̂∗ ] ← Decode(x∗ , z)with(dθ (x, z));
(a)
(a)
(a)
[µ̂∗ , σ̂∗ ] ← Decode(x∗ , z)with(gγ (x, z));

Algorithm 3 is the simplest fine-tuning algorithm. It uses the trained encoderdecoder models from the pre-training step on the new data set obtained in the
fine-tuning phase.
Algorithm 4: Fine-tuning with extra gradient steps (Online)
Input

: Pre-trained encoder-decoder network parameters ϕ, θ, γ,
(f t)
(f t)
Fine-tuning data set Df t = {xi , yi }n
i=1
(p)
(p)
(p)
Output : Latent coordinate z, prediction {µ̂∗ , σ̂∗ } at new input x∗ ,
(a)
(a)
(a)
prediction {µ̂∗ , σ̂∗ } at new input x∗
(f t)
(f t)
z1 , . . . , zn ← Encode({xi , yi }i )with(qϕ (x, y));
z ← Merge(z1 , . . . , zn )using(M);
(f t)
(p)
(p)
(p)
(p)
[µ̂1 , σ̂1 ], . . . , [µ̂n , σ̂n ] ← Decode({xi , z}i )with(dθ (x, z));
(p)
(f t) (p)
P1 , . . . Pn ←∑
{log N (yi |µ̂i , [σ̂i ]2 I)}n
i=1 ;
n
1
L(z) ← − n i=1 Pi ;
for j = 1, 2, . . . do
z ∗ ← TakeGradientStepOn(L(z))usingAdamWithLearningRate(λ);
z ← z∗
end
(p)
(p)
(p)
[µ̂∗ , σ̂∗ ] ← Decode(x∗ , z)with(dθ (x, z));
(a)
(a)
(a)
[µ̂∗ , σ̂∗ ] ← Decode(x∗ , z)with(gγ (x, z));

Algorithm 4 is almost identical to Algorithm 3 but includes an extra fine-tuning
step with gradient calculations (shown in (c) and (d) in Figure 3.3). This
presents an optional step in the algorithm and can sometimes improve performance. In this case, we form a loss function L(z) over the fine-tuning data
(f t) (f t)
Df t = {xi , yi }ni=1 with respect to the latent variable z and further change z
to decrease this loss (starting at the initial encoding locational after the mergestep).
The j loop dictates how many gradient steps we take in the latent space on
the loss L(z). In our experiments, we found that anywhere between 1 to 200
additional gradient steps can improve performance (with diminishing returns
after that). We also note that the loss need not strictly be taken with respect to
z alone, but could include all parameters ϕ, θ, γ. However, as noted in section
3.3, we avoid updating θ, γ due to the higher risk of overfitting to the small
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fine-tuning data set. Taking further gradient steps on the encoder parameters ϕ
instead of z usually yields similar results as adjusting z (as the weight changes
in ϕ will result in different placements of the z coordinate in latent space).
However, changing ϕ, as opposed to z, is more expensive as it involves more
parameter updates.
Algorithm 5: Fine-tuning by trial and error (Online, robotic setting)
Input

: Pre-trained encoder-decoder network parameters ϕ, θ, γ, Fine-tuning
(f t)
(f t)
data set Df t = {xi , yi }n
i=1 , External reward signal c(xt , ut )
(p)
(p)
(p)
Output : Latent coordinate z, prediction {µ̂∗ , σ̂∗ } at new input x∗ ,
(a)
(a)
(a)
prediction {µ̂∗ , σ̂∗ } at new input x∗
(f t)
(f t)
z1 , . . . , zT ← Encode({xi , yi }i )with(qϕ (x, y));
z ← Merge(z1 , . . . , zT )using(M);
initializeCMA-ESwithMeanLocatedAt(z);
for l = 1, 2, . . . do
z1 , . . . , zT ← newLatentCodesSuggestedByCMA-ESOfPolulationSize(T );

for j = 1, 2, . . . , T do
{c(xt , ut )}K
t=1 ← RunSystemFrom(x0 )WithControl(gγ (xt , zj ))For(K)Steps;

∑K
1
cj ← K
t=1 c(xt , ut )
end
updateCMA-ES({z1 , c1 }, . . . , {zt , cT });
end

Algorithm 5 is qualitatively different than the previous two. Here, we assume
the existence of an external reward (or cost) signal, such as one usually postulated in robotic settings. We still assume pre-trained encoder-decoder networks
that are trained to, for example, find the correct robotic control policy (as an
auxiliary task ut = gγ (xt , z). More on this in section 3.7).
However, it can happen that such controller fails to achieve a certain desired
minimal cost when being executed on the robot for various reasons. If the
robot is allowed further trials in the environment, we could search the neighbouring part of the latent space (around the initial z value that the encoder
returned) and then measure the true reward given from the environment. Typically, such reward is ultimately what we care about. This search could be
done by naive random search in latent space or by levering more powerful techniques, such as CMA-ES. Note that this optimization requires trajectory rollouts
T = {x0 , u0 , x1 . . . } for every single total cost score cj .
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3.7 Applications to dynamical systems
In the sections above we have presented the general form of the latent taskembedding algorithm. When evaluating the algorithm, we will mostly focus on
applying it in robotics settings. As we mentioned in 2.1.3, there are multiple
scenarios where we would want to achieve fast function approximation in the
context of robotic systems. In the upcoming experiments, we restrict ourselves
to learning only the control policy for a family of dynamical systems. The family
of systems will consist of the same basic setup with a single variable parameter
that differentiate the family members (e.g gravity value). The variation of this
parameter means that the transition dynamics are slightly different for each
family member. Since we consider only one such varying parameter, the two
task families considered in section 4.2 will have an inherent dimension of one.
We will refer to the general mission of learning a family of controller functions
as learning the master policy12 for a family of dynamical systems.
We now describe how the framework of task-embeddings can be applied in order to quickly identify and control dynamical systems. Once presented with a
dynamical system, we allow ourselves to lightly interact with that system for a
limited amount of discrete time steps. Example of such interactions may be to
take certain control actions or placing the system in a particular state and let it
evolve over time. We will refer to this process as system identification and this
step will provide the data for fine-tuning. The only kind of data we assume to
observe are state-action pairs (xt , ut ) over time coming from the robot’s sensors.
We may then use this data in the fine-tuning step in various ways. For example,
we could choose to partition the data as general input-output pairs13 (x, y) by
letting x = {xt , ut } and y = {xt+1 }, i.e to encode (xt , ut , xt+1 ) for each time
step. Sometimes, it may be sufficient to simply encode only the state sequence
{xt } or differences14 in state transitions {(xt+1 − xt )} over time (particularly if
no control action is taken during the identification phase).
Once this information is collected, each time-step of data is separately encoded
via qϕ (x, y) into latent zi vectors which are then merged using the M operator
(3.17) as usual. The resulting latent vector encode that particular task.
From a given latent representation of a task, we have a few choices of what to
decode from there. The choice of what to decode determines the functions we
are ultimately interested in wanting the latent vector to map to. In the context of robotics, such functions would usually be the state-transition functions
xt+1 = f (xt , ut ) or feedback policies ut = π(xt ) that would control a system
to achieve a specific goal. In the latter case of policy learning, the supervision
12 A

term borrowed from [2].
this example, we use bold letters to disambiguate general input-output pairs (x, y) from
a robotic system state xt .
14 Using state differences (rather than states themselves) as input is not strictly necessary
but can aid the learning process as it can introduce an invariance to the particular state pairs
in data and only capture the transition. For example, if the states always progresses in the
same way from time-step to time-step (for example, like xt+1 = xt + 1 for a particular system)
then inputting (xt+1 − xt ) will always result in 1 for the network, regardless of what state
xt , xt+1 the system was at. In this way, we can reduce the amount of training data and
increase learning speed.
13 In
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for this data15 would come from already pre-computed policies (found by some
external method) for the respective tasks. If π1 (xt ), . . . , πN (xt ) are the policies
for the N respective tasks, we can gather training data of the form of (xt , ut )
pairs with input xt and target ut by choosing a set of interesting states xt and
computing the corresponding ut = π(·) (xt ) values for these16 . The word interesting here is of key importance as the data we choose to collect in this step will
highly impact the final performance of the learned controller. A rule of thumb is
to consider the state-space region that the robot is likely to visit during control
execution and to gather data with support over this set17 .
To further motivate the use of an auxiliary function, we consider the task of
learning a robotic policy for a particular latent encoding. Note that the system identification data used for fine-tuning (encoding) does not contain any
direct information about what controller values the robot should take in order
to achieve a certain goal.18 If we assume to have access to pre-computed control
polices for a task-family, we can train the auxiliary functions to match these. In
this way, we use the system identification data to encode into the latent space
and the (auxiliary) decoder to obtain control policy corresponding to that task.
Note that the data used for supervision of the decoded auxiliary function (such
as policy data (xt , ut )) does not need to be the same (in distribution, type or dimensionality) as the system identification data used in the encoding step. Moreover, since the primary and auxiliary task don’t need to share any resemblance
as functions, we may in particular choose to gather the system identification
data from one part of the state-space and learn controller values for a different
region (where the robot is supposed to act). This separation is something we
leverage in our experiments (see section 4.2) and can sometimes be a reasonable
thing to do. It may be the case that certain parts of the state space might carry
more information to disambiguate tasks than others. However, these places
might not be the same as the ones we are interested in controlling the systems
in. For example, in section 4.2.2 we identify a pendulum of specific length (from
a family of pendulums with varying lengths) by letting it swing from an almost
hanging position, but find controller values only for stabilizing it in the near regions of a upright standing position.19 The specifics of how each robotic system
was trained is highlighted in section 4.2.
15 I.e

what action ut to take given a particular state xt .
onto already learned controller policies can be seen as a form of imitation learning, where the teacher is the pre-computed (optimal) control policy and the task-embedding
system is the student trying to copy the teacher.
17 Note that if we assume to have access to the parametric form of the provided controllers
ut = πiθ (xt ) then a possibility would be to regress onto the particular parameter values θ
- however this method, compared to sampling (xt , ut ) values described above, can be more
sensitive to inaccuracies in the regression. This can happen because depending on the functional form of π θ , small changes in parameters values can potentially have a big change on
the resulting controller values, compared to regressing onto controller values themselves. The
upside of regressing onto policy parameters directly is that, if successful, we get global control
coverage.
18 Data from system state-transitions may however contain implicit information about what
controller action to take since an internal model of xt+1 = f (xt , ut ) can be learned and
controller values can be optimized with respect to this model and some cost function.
19 Of course, the system can also be trained to be identified precisely in the same region of
state-space where it is intended to later be controlled.
16 Regressing
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3.8 Related work
This section highlights the previous work in the area of transfer learning of
which the proposed method in this thesis is based.
• Conditional Neural Processes (CNP) Conditional Neural Processes
[12] are recent work with similarities to the proposed method. Like the
latent task-embedding algorithm, the CNP is trained by encoding individual data points from a set of training functions and merges the individual
latent vectors to form a summarized representation of a task. This method
uses averaging as the merge operator instead of maximum feature extraction. In the CNP, the decoded function is the same as the fine-tuning
data, i.e the method only makes use of a primary task.
• Meta-learning autoencoders for few-shot prediction (MeLA) This
other recent paper [54] also propose to encode individual data points from
a task and merging these for a compressed representation. The MeLA algorithm, like the one in this thesis, uses a max-pooling operation to merge
the individually encoded latent vectors. However, the decoding procedure in the MeLA algorithm is different from ours. The MeLA algorithm
propose to decode the merged latent vector directly into the set of neuralnetwork weights θ, rather than sharing such weights between tasks and
simply letting the latent code parametrize tasks as an additional network
input as our method does. The authors also investigate the scenario of
active learning where they propose a way of quantifying what fine-tuning
data to query next (if such a scenario is possible) for maximal information
gain (entropy reduction) about the specific task (see also section 5.3).
• Deep Q- Embedding (DQE) In [35], the author proposed the Deep
Q-Embedding method for transfer learning in the context of reinforcement learning. Like this work, the aim is also to learn across different
robotic environments, but instead of regressing onto pre-computed optimal policies, the method is used to construct a task-specific Q-functions
by trial and error in a reinforcement learning setting. Separate tasks are
placed as points in latent space (which can be seen as a simple encoder
ϕ(Mi ), encoding task-integers Mi into points in latent space) which is
unlike this method which encodes actual data points from a given task
rather than task-indices. At fine-tuning time (referred to in the paper as
the Specialization-phase) the latent space is searched by starting from a
randomly initialized point and taking gradient step on a loss constructed
from fine-tuning data. This is in contrast to our method which directly
encodes of a set fine-tuning data points for task-inference (in other words,
DQE makes no use of the encoder function ϕ(M ) once the method is
pre-trained).
• Variational policy embedding (VPE) Recently, [2] proposed the Variational Policy Embedding approach. This method is similar to DQE in
that it also uses separate task indices (or separate task distributions) but
frames the problem in a setting of the variational inference (similar to
the VAE, see 2.3.4) and presents a more principled approach to adding
smoothness to the latent embeddings. At fine-tuning time, VPE searches
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the latent space using Bayesian Optimization (which is similar to how
CMA-ES is used in Algorithm 5 in this thesis, but where our method first
uses the trained encoder to initialize into a good starting point for this
further optimization).
• Model agnostic meta-learning (MAML) Model agnostic meta-learning
[9] is a general transfer learning method where the pre-training step is a
particular kind of optimization of a full set of network parameters. In
this method, a network is pre-trained into a particular parameter set θ
from which one or a few optimization steps (on a specific task loss) will
yield good performance on that task. In a sense, the pre-training step is
about finding an optimal set of ’middle-ground’ parameters from which
all tasks can be quickly reached. In this way, MAML does not make use
of an explicit latent embedding of tasks but always operate in the high
dimensional space of network parameters.
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Chapter 4

Results
In this chapter we show several applications of the proposed task-embedding
algorithm.
In section 4.1 we begin by illustrating the performance on the simple one dimensional regression task. In this scenario the aim is to approximate harmonic functions based on a handful of data points. The task-family consists of sine-curves
with different frequencies and amplitudes. This toy experiment is intended as a
proof of concept and provides easy visual inspection for investigating how the
model performs. We find that the task-embedding framework is overall successful in inferring the correct function based on a few data points. However, we
also find a few cases where the method fails to produce an adequate approximation which provides hits as to why the method fails in subsequent experiments.
In section 4.2 we apply the method in the context of dynamical systems. Here,
the aim is to briefly interact with an unknown system (sampled from a family of similar systems seen during pre-train) and quickly identify and control
that system. We look at two such dynamical systems: The classical cart-pole
problem (with varying pole length) and a ball throwing robot (with varying
gravity strengths). We find that the algorithm is overall successful in the
job of quickly identifying and controlling a range of systems seen during pretraining. Moreover, we also find that the method provides a natural taskinterpolation/generalization ability that can find closer-to-optimal controllers
for a novel, but related system than the controller data that was used during
pre-training. We also note a few failure cases. For example, we find that controller functions are harder to learn for systems that are near the border of the
parameter range defining the system-family. We also find that the controller
function that are inferred by the initial encoding sometimes does not (barley)
suffice for a specific mission. In cases where we can collect an external reward
from the environment, we employ a further search in the latent space with respect to this reward to look for small task variations in the learned controller
function. In this way, the proposed algorithm is able to solve the task with a
small set of additional trials in the environment.
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4.1 Regression onto the harmonics-family
Back in section 2.3.1 we considered a family of sine-curves with different frequencies to motivate the concept of latent task embeddings. Because of the
simplicity and low dimensionality of this problem1 , the results are easily visualized and will serve as an indication of performance of the proposed method.

4.1.1

A two feature data-set example

We first show the result of our method of applied to a problem that has an
inherent dimension of two by trying to regress onto a family of sine waves with
different amplitude A and frequencies k. Here, the goal is to try to infer the
correct family member based on a just a few data points from that family
member. The family of functions is defined as
y = Asin(kx),

A ∈ [1, 5],

k ∈ [0.5, 3],

x ∈ [0, 10]

(4.1)

Figure 4.1 illustrates the predictive performance of the learned model on nine
randomly selected tasks, each with different amount of fine-tuning data points
|Df t | as shown in the upper left part of each plot.
Data

A = 1.5, k = 2.0, |Df t | = 15

(a)
A = 3.0, k = 0.7, |Df t | = 12

(d)
A = 3.8, k = 0.9, |Df t | = 8

(g)
A = 3.5, k = 2.6, |Df t | = 12

(j)

Our method (mean)

True task

A = 2.3, k = 1.2, |Df t | = 10

(b)

Our method (std)

A = 4.3, k = 2.9, |Df t | = 7

(c)

A = 4.5, k = 2.4, |Df t | = 25

(e)

A = 1.1, k = 2.0, |Df t | = 4

(f )

A = 2.9, k = 1.9, |Df t | = 5

(h)

A = 2.9, k = 1.9, |Df t | = 100

(i)

A = 4.8, k = 1.5, |Df t | = 6

A = 1.2, k = 2.2, |Df t | = 9

(k)

(l)

Figure 4.1: Few-shot regression onto sine waves with different amplitudes and
frequencies. Data points are sampled uniformly on the training interval.
In this example, we considered a task family that consisted of 10 different amplitude ranges, equally spaced between [1, 5] and 10 different frequencies within
the range [0.5, 3], giving us a total of 100 individual tasks. During pre-training,
1 Sine-wave regression is also a common benchmark for similar methods used by [9], [54]
and many more.
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the network was given training data points (xi , yi ) from these tasks where the
amount of fine-tuning data points vary randomly with each training batch within
range |Df t | ∈ [1, 30].
We note a few things about the results. Overall, we see that the method is able
to do a good job on the overall task of finding the right curve based on a few
data points. In cases such as (f ), (k), (b) and (l), we observe that the model can
also do a good job at predicting the underlying curve even in place where it has
seen no fine-tuning data.
In this example we also show both the mean µ and standard deviation σ of
the predictions. The standard deviation is supposed to capture a notion of
uncertainty in the model’s prediction. In (c) we see an example where the
mean predictions of the model is wrong and that the prediction uncertainty also
is comparatively large in this region. However, since we have no guarantees
of these uncertainty estimates being correctly calibrated, the predictability of
these outputs are not fully reliable. For example, in cases such as in (h), we see
that the true function is well outside the one-sigma range of the mean prediction. In all subsequent experiments, we well only consider or make use of the
mean predictions of the model.
In (i) we investigated what happens when the fine-tuning set is larger than the
ones used in training. In this case the size the set included 100 data points.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the prediction performance is very good in this case.
However, we will point out that this is not entirely obvious as the network was
only trained on inferring the correct curves on up to 30 fine-tuning data points.
One can imagine that including more data points can cause the encoding and
merging process to produce a sufficiently different latent point far from any latent point in training. One of the reason the model may be robust to larger
fine-tuning data sets than seen during training can be because attributed to
the robustness of the maximum feature extraction proceed M. Another reason
could be due to the explicit additional fine-tune in latent space (Algorithm 4)
based on all these points. I.e if the model is presented with many fine-tuning
data points, then an additional fine-tuning step to minimize the loss averaged
over all of these will produce a curve that aims to fit all of them.
Another general observation is that sine-waves with higher frequencies are generally harder to learn (something additional experiments will also confirm). This
is not too surprising considering the higher curvatures and more severe nonlinearities of such curves compared to those with lower frequencies. In (c), the
frequency is near the upper frequency limit of f = 3 seen during training. Since
this value is near the upper limit of the frequency range in training, we expect
performance to degrade in these cases. The predictive performance on x values
larger than 0.5 is considerably worse in comparison with the other plots. In scenarios like these, we may conclude that the decoder is not sufficiently trained.
In other words, no matter how many fine-tuning data points we get and no
matter what latent task-vector gets return from an encoding of such a set, the
decoder has not (yet) learned to decode the correct function sufficiently well.
Indeed, it was observed that with more training, bigger failures cases like (c)
became less common.
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4.1.2

Robustness to the fine-tuning points

In the previous example, we showed nine randomly chosen tasks with a fixed set
of randomly chosen fine-tuning data points for each task. One might wonder
how the predictive performance of the model varies as the distribution and
amount of fine-tuning data points vary for a given task. Here we ingestive this
matter by considering five different tasks in a family of sine-curves (this time,
the frequency is the only variable task paramter). The task family is defined as
y = sin(kx),

k ∈ [0.5, 3],

x ∈ [0, 10]

(4.2)

We look at three cases with varying amount of fine-tuning data |Df t | = {5, 10, 15}.
The data points are distributed uniformly on the range x ∈ [0, 10] (to avoid clutter, we do not plot the fine-tuning data points). For each task (each plot), we
sample a fine-tuning dataset 50 times independently and plot the decoded function values over the trained x range. Like before, the tasks-family consisted of
10 equally spaced frequencies in the range [0.5, 3]. Figure 4.2 shows the results
(mean predictions of the network):
k = 0.5, |Df t | = 5

(a)
k = 1.0, |Df t | = 5

(d)
k = 2.0, |Df t | = 5

(g)
k = 2.5, |Df t | = 5

(j)
k = 3.0, |Df t | = 5

(m)

k = 0.5, |Df t | = 10

k = 0.5, |Df t | = 15

(b)

(c)

k = 1.0, |Df t | = 10

k = 1.0, |Df t | = 15

(e)

(f )
k = 2.0, |Df t | = 15

k = 2.0, |Df t | = 10

(i)

(h)
k = 2.5, |Df t | = 10

k = 2.5, |Df t | = 15

(l)

(k)
k = 3.0, |Df t | = 10

k = 3.0, |Df t | = 15

(o)

(n)

Figure 4.2: Varying the set of fine-tuning points to the
This experiment investigates how robust the method is to variations in the finetuning data set. One can also view this procedure as sampling the decoder
output space. This gives us a glimpse into what kind of functions the decoder
has learned during pre-training.
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We note a few interesting observations: First, as the amount of fine-tuning
data points increases, we observe a more consistent estimate of the underlying
function. This is not too surprising as more fine-tuning points should increase
task-specific information and decrease task ambiguity.
Also, as we noted in the previous section, we see that predicting sine-waves with
higher frequencies is harder than predicting those with lower frequencies. As
the frequency get higher, and especially towards the upper x-range (x > 5),
we see that the decoder has learned a more rough (spikier) estimate of the sinusoid shape. We also see that no matter the distirubtion of fine-tuning data,
we always recover this shape. This suggests that such an estimate is the best
approximation the decoder has learned so far during training.
We can also observe that the model is more sensitive to the particular fine-tuning
distribution in the case where the task includes a curve with higher frequency
and fewer data points. For example, in the case of (m), about half of the input
distributions of five data points fail to give a reasonable approximation of the
underlying sine-curve. This highlights the point given in 2.3.1 - that all data
point does not carry the same information when it comes to disambiguating the
tasks. Typically, the fewer fine-tuning points available, the more prone we are
to a scenario with task-overlap which could result in decoder values which are
averaged across tasks (as discussed at the end of section 3.2).
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4.1.3

Auxillary tasks

As we noted in section 3.1, we can associate an auxiliary function to the latent
space that is different than the function from which we receive the fine-tuning
data. Here, we illustrate a toy example of this case. The primary function
family is the same as in the previous example, but now we associate another
function family with each of the primary function curves. The function family
for the auxiliary task will be exponentially decaying cosine-waves with a fixed
frequency. The task-varying parameter will control the exponential decay rate
of these function. With k being the real number that parametrize both families,
this new axillary family of functions is described by
y = e−

kx
4

cos(5x),

k ∈ [0.5, 3],

x ∈ [0, 10]

(4.3)

Like before, we considered 10 equally spaced k-values to make up the task
family. During pre-training, the network has observed data points from both
the primary and auxiliary tasks. Figure 4.3 illustrates six examples of inferring
the right latent task based on data from the primary task
Data

True primary task

True auxiliary task

Our method (primary task)

k = 0.8

k = 2.5

(a)

(b)

Our method (auxiliary task)

k = 1.5

k = 2.1

(c)

(d)

k = 2.8

k = 1.0

(f )

(e)

Figure 4.3: An example of inferring both primary and auxiliary tasks.
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From these results we see that the network can do an overall good job of inferring the correct auxiliary task given data only from the prior task. We share
some further remarks about the results:
The shape of the decaying cosine wave of the auxiliary task is such that it tends
to stay flat in the upper part of the x-domain and the width of this part changes
with family members. We can observe in (a) and (f ) that the method has failed
to capture some details in the function approximation of the auxiliary task in
the upper x-range. However, it has achieved a better curve-fit on these tasks in
the higher amplitude part of the lower x-regime. Probably one of the reasons of
the poor approximation in the upper x-rage is that the log likelihood loss over
all tasks will not heavily penalize small deviations in these locations compared
to larger deviations in the more oscillating parts. After all, most of the tasks
stay flat for the upper part of the x-regions. We hypothesize that further training will probably result in better approximations in these cases.
In (f ) we see that the primary task is not that well approximated (though
the general frequency of the wave is somewhat preserved). As noted in section
4.1.2, this particular distribution of fine-tuning points just happen to produce
a somewhat poor approximation (like some of the few lines that does not fit the
given sine-curves in Figure 4.2). The accompanying auxiliary task is also not a
perfect fit but captures the overall structure of the true axillary task. Adding
further fine-tuning data points will most likely result in a better approximation
in these cases.
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4.1.4

Comparison with a vanilla NN and a GP

In this numerical example, we will compare our method against a non pretrained neural network (i.e a network with randomly initialized parameter values
- which we will refer to as the vanilla NN ) and the mean of a Gaussian Process
(GP) with a squared exponential kernel. Figure 4.4 illustrates the predictions for
each method given the same fine-tuning data points. We present the methods
with 1, 4 and 10 data points and compare how the predictions evolve when
Trained on sines from x = [0,10]
layer
increasing
the size
of the fine-tuning100-100
data
set. The right half of
plots are
Frequencies
[0.5,3]
Alphathe
=1
1000 gradient steps (adam)
length_scale = 0.5
76 000
gradient
stepsto indicate the range of x-values that we never observe any
coloured
blue
simply
fine-tuning data points in.
1

Our method

1

Vanilla NN

1

4

4

4

10

10

10

Gaussian Process

Figure 4.4: A comparison to a vanilla NN and a GP. The same fine-tuning data
points is given to all three methods and we directly compare their predictions
Right from the start, we emphasize the unfairness of this direct comparison
but also acknowledge that it helps to highlight the potential usefulness of the
task-embedding method. Like before, our method was pre-trained on a family
of sine-curves for the task of few-shot function approximation. The vanilla NN
has not been provided with any prior information of sine-waves. The resulting
predictions of the vanilla NN is typically what one would expect when regressing
onto a few data points. The Gaussian Process, known for being a very potent
few-shot function approximator (see section 2.1.3), has not been provided with
any pre-training information about sine-curves either. However, the method
makes use of other forms of analytically specified priors2 encoded in the choice
of kernel function and other hyper-parameters.
We can observe that our task-embedding methods that was trained on identifying sine-curves can do a much better overall job of function approximation than
the other two methods. Even in the case of only observing a single data point,
we observe that the task-embedding method still can recover the right periodic
structure of the function that also extends well into blue region.
2 The values of the hyperparameters themselves are optimized to fit the data but the functional form of the kernel (in this case the SE-kernel) is pre-specified by hand.
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We highlight the blue region of the input range to show how the different methods compare a bit outside the range fine-tuning data. In this case, we see the
biggest difference between pre-trained task-embeddings and the other methods.
To be fair, our method has trained on identifying the correct curves on the
whole domain x ∈ [0, 10], so we are not showing any extrapolation performance
outside of the training range (for example, x > 10. For more on this, see section
5.1). Instead we illustrate that the task-embedding framework supports nonlocal predictions. Unlink the vanilla NN or even the GP to some extent, the
pre-trained task-embedding method can accurately predict function values well
beyond the ones found in the fine-tuning data set, assuming sufficient coverage
of such regions in the pre-training stage. This is similar to how the function
sin(θx), once the correct θ is found, can predict the sine wave well beyond a
limited fine-tuning data range.
The vanilla NN is the weakest performer in this comparison. For example, in
the single data point case (top row), we see only a linear curve passing through
this point. This results in a poor approximation to the curve even in a local neighbourhood of the point. The Gaussian process (relying on hard-coded
smoothness information of the underlying curve), on the other hand, is able to
more accurately capture the local structure of the underlying curve.
As we introduce more fine-tuning data points, we see that our task-embedding
method only marginally increases the approximation accuracy while the other
methods improve more rapidly. This also highlights a potential downside with
the our method: Since we are ultimately constrained to look for functions in
a latent space, those function that have not been learned by the decoder will
never be representable by our method (even in the case of infinitely many3 finetuning data points). In this sense, the task-embedding framework will introduce
a strong bias (see section 2.1.2) in the learning process.
In the setting with 10 fine-tuning data points the GP produces an even better
local approximation to the underlying function than our method. However, in
the blue region the performance of the GP is comparatively worse. The reason
for this is by design - the GP, with its squared exponential kernel, does not
make any strong assumptions about sine-waves outside the observed data range
as our method does.4
We will also mention that a favourable feature of the GP is that it can represent
uncertainty (and in comparison with our method’s learned values for σ, these
are calibrated against the analytical prior which makes them more reliable.) So
while the GP mean predictions shown here are worse than our method outside
the fine-tuning data range, the GP can typically give some indication of its
increased uncertainty in these regions.
3 Or in other words, even an infinite collection of data points will still be encoded somewhere
into the latent space. When decoding this value, it will ultimately be the decoder function
that decides what function that latent code gets mapped to. Once the decoder is pre-trained,
its representable power is forever fixed (unless it is re-trained).
4 One could potentially design periodic kernels for the GP to improve the generalization
performance even more when regressing onto sine-curves. However, such information would
have to be known in advance by a designer.
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4.2 Master policy-embedding for a family of dynamical systems
In this section we will consider two different dynamical systems and utilize the
framework of latent task-embeddings to enable fast system identification and
control. In both cases, we will consider a family of tasks, where each family
member differs slightly in the system dynamics. The few-shot problem amounts
to finding the correct family member of such a system, given only some lightweight interaction with that system. Once the correct member is found, this
will enable us to control the system to achieve a specific goal.
The pre-training procedure involves training the method to be able to quickly
find the correct control policy for any one of the individual tasks given a small
amount of fine-tuning data from that task (see the previous section 3.7 for more
details). In this way, the network that results from the pre-training has effectively cached the control policies for the whole range of systems seen during
training. We refer to this overall control-function embedding as the master policy.
The first task involves stabilizing a linearised variant of the inverted pendulum
(also known as the cart-pole) problem from a small-angle perturbation off the
vertical axis. The system dynamics are derived from a closed-form mathematical model of the pendulum which is then linearized and discretized. By having
access to the analytical form for the system dynamics, this allows us to train
and compare our method against provably optimal controllers derived from the
LQR scheme (see section 2.5.3). The family of systems will consist of pendulums with different lengths while all other aspects (like gravity, inertia, etc.)
will remain the same.
The second example is also a cart-pole problem, but unlike the previous case,
this time we consider a non-linearised system description which is run in the
MuJoCo simulator [51]. Here, we will consider the harder problem of inverted
pendulum swing up. The aim is to find a family of swing-up controllers for a
family of pendulums with different lengths which make all the pendulums swing
up from a hanging position and maintain balance in the upright position.
The other dynamical system is a ball throwing task. A stationary throwingrobot with adjustable wrist, elbow and shoulder, and with controllable torques,
has the goal of throwing a ball into a small container a fixed distance away. In
this case, the task-family consists of different environments with varying gravity
fields which affects the ball’s trajectory in the air.
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4.2.1

The inverted pendulum

The first dynamical system is the well known cart-pole system (or inverted pendulum). A schematic illustration of the system is illustrated in Figure 4.5

l

'

g

u
x
Figure 4.5: The inverted pendulum system (cart-pole).
The system is an underactuated dynamical system that only includes a single
control input in the form of a push-pull control u (red arrow). This control
asserts a horizontal force on the cart which is constrained to move left to right.
The pendulum is free to rotate about the centre of the cart. The state5 vector xt
can be described as xt = [x, ẋ, φ, φ̇]T with x being the horizontal displacement
of the cart (from some reference point) and φ being the angle deviation from
the upright vertical normal as illustrated in Figure 4.5 (ẋ and φ̇ indicate the
respective time-derivatives of these variables).
The system has two stable modes where the first is the hanging position, characterized by {φ, φ̇} = {π, 0} (for any x). This is a so called attractive point,
meaning that the system naturally moves to this state-configuration unless any
force u is applied to it and unless it is in the other stable mode, which is the
upright one. The upright mode, characterized by {φ, φ̇} = {0, 0} is also a stable
mode in that the pendulum will maintain this state unless any force perturbs it.
But unlike the other stable mode, this one is not attractive, but rather unstable, meaning that for any sufficiently small angle perturbation, the system will
leave the upright position and eventually transition to the hanging position if
no control is applied. This naturally leads to the problem of inverted pendulum
stabilization - the notion of finding a controller such that the pendulum maintain stability in this upright position. This will be the aim of the subsequent
experiments.
5 We use bold x to denote the complete state and x to denote the particular dimension
t
t
that represents the carts vertical displacement.
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4.2.2

Upright pendulum stabilization with LQR comparisons

In this experiment we consider a family of 10 different pendulums that differ by
the pole-length (but with otherwise identical dynamics). The aim is to develop
a system that can lightly interact with a novel pendulum (of unknown length
within a prescribed range) and then, based on state-data alone, infer a controller
for stabilizing the pendulum from a near upright position. We now proceed to
explain how we train this system using method of latent task-embeddings.
For the task of pendulum stabilization, we will use an analytically derived
model6 to generate all simulation data used for training the task-embedding
algorithm. Since we assume to be close to the upright stable point, we will linearise the dynamics model around this point and further discretise this system
1
using MATLAB’s built in c2d command with a discretization timestep of 50
s.
The model is based on from [34], where the continuous linear system can be
written as
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2

where Q = I(M + m) + M ml and m = 0.2 is the mass of the pendulum,
M = 0.5 is the mass of the cart, b = 0.1 is the friction coefficient for the cart,
l = {1, 2, . . . , 10} (10 different lengths) is the half the pendulum length (from
cart to the pendulum’s centre of mass), and I = 0.006 is the moment of inertia
of the pendulum and u the scalar control input. Default parameter values from
[34] were used for this experiments except for the varying pendulum lengths
that constitutes the task family.
To stabilize each system we use the LQR method described in section 2.5.3.
Now that the dynamics are defined, what remains to complete the specification
of the control problem (2.20) is defining the cost terms Q, R and S, which we
define as such


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

Q=
(4.5)
0 0 1 0 , R = 1, S = 0
0 0 0 1
These values are not chosen with particular care and we hypothesise that a
large set of different values for Q and R would yield similar results in terms
of stabilizing the pendulum. For the purpose of evaluating our task-embedding
algorithm, the particular cost function is not of huge interest.
6 To derive the complete non-linear equations of motion for the inverted pendulum from
first principles, one can for example use the Euler-Lagrange method.
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It turns out that the optimal feedback gain K is independent of the initial condition x0 , which means the above problem specification is enough to uniquely
determine the optimal feedback controller ut = −Kxt .
We have two separate stages of collecting training data for each system. The
first stage is to collect the system identification data for the primary task. This
data should be representative of what we would see when interacting with an
unknown pendulum at a later (online) time. Here, we make the assumption
that a simple swinging motion from an almost hanging position of φ = π + 0.2
radians (with no force applied to the cart) should be enough to distinguish
a pendulum with particular length (for example, because the swinging period
varies with pendulum length). Such data is collected for 300 time steps by logging (xt , xt+1 ) pairs.
The second stage of data collection regards the optimal controller values for the
auxiliary task. The aim here is to find controller values for each possible state
the robot might visit when trying to self-stabilize. For reasons mentioned in
section 3.7, we do not regress onto the particular values of the K matrix for
every pendulum but instead utilize the linear equation ut = −Kxt and form
(xt , ut ) training-pairs for interesting choices of states that we expect to visit. As
we mentioned in 3.7, ’interesting’ is really a key word here and the particular set
of states we choose to collect training data for is strongly going to impact the
performance of the algorithm. Since the aim is to stabilize the pendulum from a
near upright position, we make the choice to consider that each dimension in the
state vector may vary from −0.3 to 0.3, i.e we construct states xt = [a, a, a, a]
where a ∼ U [−0.3, 0.3]. Figure 4.6 shows the trained system through the process
of interacting with unknown pendulums, and then stabilizing them from a near
upright position.
l = 1.5

l = 2.2

l = 3.9

l = 5.6

'

l = 9.3

x

'
'

l = 7.8

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

t

x

'

t

Figure 4.6: Identification and stabilization for a family of linear pendulums
with different lengths. Graphs (a) and (b) shows the fine-tuning data collection
(system-identification) phase for the two states φ and x over time. In (c) and
(d) we show the time-evolution of the same states when the pendulum starts
off from a near upright position and has the learned control signal active. The
controller is inferred from the 300 time steps of system-identification data.
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In (a) and (b) the trained system is exposed to new (unseen) pendulums of different lengths as indicated by the colours. The pendulums are all dropped from
the same angle of 0.2 radians off the hanging vertical7 as shown in the figure.
Then, the systems are allowed to swing8 in the absence of motor control and we
record the state differences (xt+1 − xt ) over 300 time steps. This data is then
used by the trained task-embedding system to infer the right control policy to
apply for stabilization.
From Figure 4.6 we see that the task embedding algorithm is able to adequately
stabilize all systems given only 300 time-steps worth of identification data from
any one of the pendulums.
We also note that even pendulums with lengths in between the lengths of
l = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 10} seen during training can also be adequately stabilized. This
is not too surprising because an optimal stabilizing controller for a pendulum
of length l can also be able to stabilize (non-optimally) a pendulum of length
l ± ϵ for some ϵ due to the feedback design of the controller. In other words, just
looking at the qualitative fact that all pendulums stabilize does not necessarily
tell us the nuances of the control policies that the task-embedding algorithm
has learned. For example, it might be the case that a single controller (perhaps
averaged over all lengths) is able to stabilize the whole family and that the
task-embedding algorithm has only learned this. However, as we will see in the
next section, since we have access to the optimal controller for any pendulum in
this linear case, we can compare the control performance of the task-embedding
algorithm on a novel pendulum (not seen during training) against the optimal
controller for that pendulum to investigate this matter.
We will see that even though the system has only seen training data from the
optimal control polices for the pendulum lengths of l = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 10}, it is
still able to infer a closer-to-optimal control strategy for ’in between’ pendulums, such as one with length l = 5.5, than the corresponding nearest optimal
controllers for length l = 4 and l = 6 found in the training data set.

4.2.3

Generalization capabilities

In this section, we will show an example of the generalization capability of our
proposed algorithm. As we mention in section 2.3.3, one advantage with latent
task-embeddings is that it can sometimes provide generalization to functions
that were not directly present in the training dataset.
In the following example, we assume to be in the same setting as the previous
section. We have trained our system on 10 different pendulums with lengths
l = {1, 2, . . . , 10} and have regressed onto the optimal controllers (pre-computed
using the LQR scheme) for the respective pendulums. However, in the following numerical experiment we will quantify the performance of our systems on
7 Note the slight abuse of notation here where in (a) and (b), as illustrated in the Figure
4.6, φ is measured from the hanging vertical instead of the upright one.
8 The fact that the swinging motion of the angle produce sinusoidal patterns over time has
nothing to do with the sine-wave regression in previous sections and is purely accidental.
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pendulums with lengths never seen during training. We will consider three different pendulums of lengths l = {1.5, 5.5, 8.5} that all reside half-way between
the trained systems and compare the result of our method with the optimal
controllers for the nearest9 two pendulum in the training set. Since we know
the system dynamics completely, we can include a reference optimal controllers
for the actual lengths l = {1.5, 5.5, 8.5} that was never seen during training.
Figure 4.7 shows the time-evolution of the position x(t) and angle φ(t) with
time when the pendulum is being driven with the different controllers .
Our method

Optimal Control for l
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Figure 4.7: Generalization capabilities of the proposed algorithm. Three pendulums of length l = {1.5, 5.5, 8.5} are being stabilized by 4 different controllers.
The graphs shows the time-evolution of the position x(t) and angle φ(t). Each
pendulum is being stabilized by four controllers: The true optimal controller
for their respective length (dotted-black), a optimal controller for a pendulum
with slightly shorter length (dotted-green), a optimal controller for a pendulum
with slightly larger length (dotted-blue), and with our method that has observed
fine-tuning data from the actual system of length l.
We see the consistent result that the inferred control policy from the taskembedding algorithm is outperforming the ’nearest neighbour’ controllers. This
is an illustration of successful interpolation abilities provided by the task-embedding
algorithm. Note that it might be possible to manually construct such a controller by averaging the optimal controller from the nearest neighbours in the
training data set, but this process is effectively made automatic as part of pretraining the task-embedding method.

9 for example, in the case of the pendulum of length l = 1.5, the nearest pendulums in the
training data set are l = 1 and l = 2
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4.2.4

Swing-up of the inverted pendulum of different lengths

In this numerical experiment we will again consider the cart-pole problem, but
this time with the task of doing a swing-up from the hanging position followed
by an upright stabilisation. We will carry out this experiment in the MuJoCo
physics simulator. The swing-up task is considered harder than merely stabilizing the pendulum from a near upright position and cannot be solved by a single
linear feedback controller. To find an adequate control strategy for this task we
will resort to other methods than the previous LQR method for two reasons:
First, a linearisation of this system around the upright position is a poor approximation when the system is near the hanging state and will consequently
prescribe insufficient control actions in this regime. Second, since we are now
working with a computer simulated environment, we do not have direct access
to the closed form mathematical model describing the system and simply cannot
even write down (2.15) since we lack closed form knowledge of f (t, xt , ut ).10
The system identification data will be generated in almost the same way as
before. We will generate this data by dropping them all from the same angular
position and letting the pendulums swing freely for a limited time period. In
this case, that position will be φ = 0.2 rads from the upright vertical, making
the swinging motion more bigger than before.11
For collecting the state-controller pairs (xt , ut ) for swing-up, we split the controller up into two parts: A swing-up controller that is active whenever the angle
|φ| ≥ 0.2 and a linear controller whenever |φ| < 0.2. The reason for doing this is
that we know (from the previously mention linear case) that if the pendulum is
in a near upright position, a linear controller u = −Kxt in the state is sufficient
to stabilize the pendulum. By leveraging this fact we can save compute, since
we know that we only would need to solve (2.20) by open-loop planning in the
swing-up phase and then only learn 4 additional numbers for K to maintain
stability. We approximate the solution to the optimization problem (2.20) by
using the CMA-ES algorithm (section 2.6) starting from a hanging state x0 .
This can be summarized as
minimize

u0 ,u1 ,...,K1 ,K2 ,K3 ,K4

150
∑

φ2t + 0.01x2t

(4.6)

t=1

subject to xt+1 = f (xt , ut )(provided by simulator)
ut = [K1 , K2 , K3 , K4 ] xt if |φt | < 0.2
T

T

x0 = [0, 0, 0, 0]
10 Of

(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)

course, the complete (non-linear) equations for the hanging pendulum can be derived
in closed form and, moreover, the simulator obviously includes some such representation for
driving the simulation forward and may even be accessible in closed form. However, we assume
to only be able to sample the current state xt and provide a current control action ut in the
simulator.
11 There is no strict reason we chose this particular angle or even a freely swinging motion
to identify a particular pendulum. We hypothesize that many different ways of fine-tuning
against the current environment would be possible with this method (in fact, further results
suggests that even though the systems was dropped from φ = 0.2 during training, dropping them from other angles, such as φ = 0.6, led to almost the same controller inference
performance).
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The cost term in (4.6) includes both the angle offset φ and the horizontal displacement of the cart. We are primarily interested in an upright stabilization,
i.e φ = 0 but we include the weighted xt term to penalize large horizontal offsets
of the cart (because the simulation environment has a limit on the maximum
horizontal displacement before crashing into a wall).
We collect the state-action pairs (xt , ut ) directly from the optimized open loop
control sequences returned to us by the CMA-ES algorithm. We also used the
optimized linear controller [K1 , K2 , K3 , K4 ] to produce state-action pairs like
before by randomly sampling states in the near upright part xt = [a, a, a, a],
where a ∼ U [−0.3, 0.3] and letting ut = [K1 , K2 , K3 , K4 ]T xt . Note that collecting state-action pairs this way is a lot cheaper than finding individual control
sequences by open loop planning.
We trained on 50 pendulums of lengths between [1, 5] and collected 200 timesteps of fine-tuning free-fall swinging data for fine-tuning. In Figure 4.8, we
show the time-evolution of φ during the swing-up procedure after the pendulums
have been fine-tuned to find the right controller. We run 50 parallel experiments
with pendulum lengths ranging from l = [1.5, 4.5] in 50 equidistant steps. The
pendulums have all been dropped from φ = 0.2 radians off the vertical and
oscilated for 200 time-steps to collect the identification data. In this experiment,
we also fine-tuned the latent vector z after encoding the fine-tuning data by
1.5 to 4.5 50 pendulums
taking 200 gradient steps on the primary loss (see Algorithm 4).
'

'

t

Figure 4.8: Swing-up of a family of pendulums with different lengths in the
range [1.5, 4.5]. Colour indicates the pendulum length (light yellow indicate
l = 1.5 and dark brown indicate l = 4.5).
The reason we omitted the outer most pendulums (i.e those with lengths l < 1.5
and l > 4.5) is because we observed that some of these fail to stabilize (for more
comments on this, see section 5.1). However, within this narrower range of
lengths, the inferred controllers manage to do solve swing-up task for all pendulums.
We also note another interesting behaviour among some of the pendulums. Out
of the fifty pendulums, two did not manage to stabilize after the initial swing
(at around 50 time-steps) but instead need one or two more swings to gather
enough kinetic energy to enable the swing-up. These are also not the pendulums at the very limits of the length range, but are located somewhere inside
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the range of l = [1.5, 4.5] (i.e there are pendulums with both shorter and longer
lengths that manage a more efficient swing-up). Also, there is another pendulum (light yellow) that mange a successful swing-up but fails to keep stable once
in the upright position and falls around the 350 time-step mark.
The probable reason for these inadequacies or failures is likely due to inaccurate
controller inference based on the fine-tuning data from those particular system.
As a rough comparison, consider (f ) in Figure 4.1.3. Here, the particular set of
fine-tuning data caused the model not to give a very nice prediction of the underlying task. There were also some inaccuracies in the accompanying auxiliary
task. Small mistakes like these can be the difference between a working and
non-working controller. In particular, unstable dynamics could also amplify the
consequences of such small mistakes.
As was illustrated in Figure 4.2, we know the even if a particular fine-tuning
data set leads to an inaccurate prediction of the underlying function, another
set (of equal or even smaller size) may yield a very accurate prediction. As
mentioned in 3.1, an assumption is that different encodings of data points from
the same task should stay relatively close to one another in latent space (see
also Figure 4.10 for confirmation of this). This suggests that there might be
a neighbouring point in latent space which will do a better job at swing-up
for these three cases. By searching for latent coordinate based on the actual
swing-up performance, we might find a better swing-up controller. This idea is
further investigated in section 4.2.7.
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4.2.5

Varying the amount of fine-tuning data

An interesting question to ask is how much fine-tuning data is actually needed
to enable good system identification. In the swing-up example above, all pendulums were allowed to free-fall and swing without the influence of motor control
for 200 time-steps. This choice of 200 steps is rather arbitrary and fewer data
points may be sufficient. In this section, we illustrate how the swing up performance vary with different amount of fine-tuning data. In Figure 4.9 we show
three examples of the time-evolution of φ during swing-up for pendulums with
lengths l = {1.5, 3.2, 4.6}. We re-run the experiment 10 times for each pendulum
varying the amount of fine-tuning data from 150 time-steps to 250 time-steps
by letting the pendulum swing for shorter or longer in the identification phase.
'

l = 1.5
'
|Df t | = 220

t

l = 3.2
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l = 4.6
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steps
Figure 4.9: Cart-pole swing up with varying amount
fine-tuning
figure shows three graphs of pendulums and each graph illustrates 10 scenarios
with different amount of fine-tuning data |Df t | ranging in steps of 10 from 150
points (light yellow) to 250 points (dark brown).

As wee see, there is almost no difference in performance when varying the
amount of fine-tuning data points. This suggest that the method has ’saturated’ in terms of inference performance even at 150 steps (compare this to the
right most column in Figure 4.2) and that even fewer data-points may actually
be sufficient for this task. Like in Figure 4.8 we also observe an outlier with
220 fine-tuning data points for l = 1.5. This kind of scenario could potentially
also be improved upon by further fine-tuning in latent space as we will show in
section 4.2.7.
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4.2.6

Visualizing the latent space

A lot of insight may be gained by visualizing the structure of the latent space (for
example, by plotting the location of merged z vectors). The main problem is that
the proposed algorithm is typically used with latent spaces of dimensions larger
than 3 which makes them impossible to inspect directly. Several techniques
can still be used to gain a partial view, for example by plotting a subset of
the latent coordinates or by using dimensionality reductions techniques. In
this section we will use such a dimensionality reduction method called t-SNE
[33] that will project the latent vectors onto a two dimensional plot. Figure
4.10 shows the encoded latent vectors of the pendulum swing-up task from the
last section. Colours indicate pendulum length. We considered 20 different
pendulum of lengths between [1.5, 4.5] and for each of these we ran 10 separate
experiments with fine-tuning data ranging from |Df t | = 150 to |Df t | = 250 as
before. The left plot shows the encoded latent vectors for an untrained encoder
network (with randomly initialized weights) and the right plot shows the trained
encoder.
Trained

Untrained

Figure 4.10: A two dimensional tSNE projection of the encoded z vectors in
latent space for 20 different systems with lengths uniformly distributed across
[1.5, 4.5]. We let each system encode different amount of fine-tuning data |Df t |
in the range [150, 250] points in steps of 10, i.e |Df t | = {150, 160, . . . }.
In both cases we do observe some structure (regularities) where neighbouring
pendulum lengths end up close-by in latent space. This is perhaps somewhat
surprising in the untrained case as there would be no reason for this to happen
by chance. However, the probable reason for this is the regularities of the actual
encoded data - in other words, even with an untrained encoder, the swinging
system identification data for l = 2 is more related to l = 2.5 than to, for example, a pendulum with length l = 4.
However, we note that the untrained encoder seems to split up parts of the
encoded vectors from the same task into separate regions in latent space. We
hypothesize that data points with smaller |Df t | gets separated from those with
larger |Df t |, but from Figure 4.10 this is not directly evident. Such a split is
undesirable but is fortunately not present in the trained encoder on the right,
which shows an even more structured latent space. We will also highlight that
two dimensional projections of the real 200-dimensional space will necessarily
distort the real spatial relationships between the points. As such, any conclusions from visualizations like these should be considered with care.
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4.2.7

Improving the swing up controller by further finetuning in latent space

As we mentioned in section 3.3 and in Algorithm 5, it can happen that the
z vector encoded from the fine-tuning data fails to produce an adequate controller. In most such cases however, the encoded fine-tuning points will usually
be located near more promising controllers in the latent space. If we allow the
task-embedding algorithm to evaluate its performance on more than a single
trial in the online phase, it may be able to find controllers (task variations) that
achieve even lower cost in the actual environment.
Figure 4.11 shows this for the swing-up task with a pendulum of length l = 3
(the same as the one in Figure 4.8 which failed to do the swing-up task in
less than 50 times-steps). The initial swing-up attempt is shown in green and is
referred to as direct encoding because the controller used is based on the initial z
vector returned from encoding thePendulum
fine-tuning of
data
points=from
length
3 the identification
step. The light red curves show additional trials of new controllers found by
(200 FT
datapoints)
CMA-ES
evaluating the neighbouring latent
space
close to the
direct encoding z point.
The blue curve is the best (in terms of the cost (4.6)) among all the additional
trials. The additional trials are computed using the CMA-ES algorithm.
CMA-ES Samples

CMA-ES Sample (Best)

Direct encoding

'

'

t

Figure 4.11: Improving the swing up controller by further fine-tuning in latent
space. A handful of additional trials in the online-phase can help
As can be seen, allowing for further fine-tuning in latent space can be fruitful
in terms of find better controllers compared to using controllers from direct encodings. However, as we search the latent space of controllers, we are obviously
restricted to find whatever the decoder has learned (see bias, section 2.1.2) and
there is always the possibility that no amount of further fine-tuning of this type
will guarantee success.
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4.2.8

Ball throwing in different gravity fields

The other dynamical system we will consider is a ball-throwing robot. Here, the
different tasks correspond to different environments with varying down-pulling
gravity strength g. The goal for the robot is to throw the ball into a bucket
located a fixed length d away as illustrated in Figure 4.12

u3

g
u1
u2

d

Figure 4.12: The ball throwing robot.
The problem is constrained to be two dimensional and the ball cannot be thrown
sideways. The robot has three torque controls u1 , u2 and u3 that controls its
shoulder, elbow and wrist as shown in the Figure 4.12. The robotic system is
an adapted version of the OpenAI Thrower [6] with less degrees of freedom to
make the task of finding throwing controllers easier.
Unlike the previous cart-pole example12 , this system is meant to illustrate a
more realistic scenario where the framework of task-embeddings could be used.
Consider a human attempting the same throwing task, where the gravity value
of the environment was unknown. A reasonable thing to do is to make a test
throw (which we will refer to as an identification throw) and by looking at the
ball’s trajectory figure out what next throw should be. In such an environment, the system identification would have to be implicit (observing state data
only) as the gravity value, unlike pendulum length, cannot be observed directly.
The robot will be pre-trained to throw the ball into the bucket for a range of
gravity values. Then, once pre-trained and faced with a novel and unknown
gravity environment, the robot will attempt an identification throw to gather
the fine-tuning data. Having then fine-tuned to the correct environment, the
subsequent throw(s) is then supposed to solve the throwing task for that particular environment.

12 Where in practise one could actually measure the length of the pendulum and effectively
use this as identification data for the system.
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Adequate throwing controllers used during training turned out to be particularly
easy to find. Since the ball is only in contact with the robot’s hand for a short
period of time, the optimization problem (2.15) results in a relatively short timehorizon problem. Moreover, it turns out to be sufficient for the torque signal
controlling the three joints to be constant over the whole problem horizon. In
other words,
{
αi if T < 25
ut =
(4.10)
0 Otherwise
where the three αi values are found by optimizing (4.11) using CMA-ES
minimize
α1 ,α2 ,α3

150
∑

(x)

((bt

(y)

− gx )2 + (bt

− gy )2 )

(4.11)

t=0

subject to xt+1 = f (xt , ut )(provided by simulator)
{
αi if T < 25
ut =
0 Otherwise
x0 = 0 (ball in hand, as illustrated in Figure 4.12)

(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)
(x)

where part of the state xt contains the location of the ball in space (bt and
(y)
bt ) and the fixed location of the goal bucket (gx and gy ). Note here that we
do not obtain a feedback controller by solving for α1 , . . . α3 . However, this will
not be an issue as it is reasonable to assume that the thrower will always start
from the same initial condition (ready to throw the ball).
The system will be pre-trained to throw the ball into the bucket for 20 different
gravity values evenly spaced within the range [−3, −12]. When collecting finetuning data we have a choice of what to observe and log. While it is possible to
observe the whole state of the system during the identification throw (including
ball position, joint angles etc.), we assume that it should be sufficient to record
only the ball’s position for every time step to disambiguate the tasks. Doing
this simplification reduces the dimensionality of the input space by about a
factor 5 compared to complete state information and should aid the learning
procedure. We make a further simplification and only make the robot perform
’the same’ throw (in terms of controller parameters13 α1 , α2 , α3 ) when doing
the identification throw for all gravity values. Identical (constant) application
of torques14 in different gravity investments should result in the ball taking
different trajectories in the air, and this should be enough to disambiguate
between tasks (analogous to how dropping all pendulums from the same angle
produces sufficiently different motions for all task family members).

13 In this particular example, the specific values for the identification throw was α
1 =
−15, α2 = −5, α3 = 55 but other values yielding similar ball trajectories would work too.
14 Technically, since gravity affects the robot too (and not just the ball), the physical movements of the robot will be slightly different between environments even though the same
controller is applied, but this effect is not too pronounced and does not anyway interfere with
the identification process.
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4.2.9

Fine-tuning to the correct environment

Here, we show the throwing performance of the robot where the gravity value
of the environment is somewhere in the range [−3, −12]. Figure 4.13 shows two
plots: The upper one illustrates the identification throw made by the robot for
50 different gravity values (within the trained range) used to gather-fine tuning
data from the environment. As we noted above, this throw is deliberately chosen
as to be the same (constant control signal) for all environments. The lower plot
illustrates the throwing trajectories after the respective fine-tuning data from
the previous step has been encoded and used for task identification.

y

Identification throw

x
y

After fine-tuning

x
Figure 4.13: Ball throwing in different gravity fields. The range of colours
indicate environments with different gravity values from −3 (light yellow) to
−12 (dark brown). The top plot show the identification throw and the bottom
plot shows the throwing performance after fine-tuning. The blue box indicated
the location of the goal bucket.
In the upper plot we can observe the differences in trajectories the ball makes
under the influence of different gravity strengths. After fine-tuning, we can see
that most of the 50 throws manges to get into the bucket. However, a few of
the throws end up outside the bucket (sometimes bouncing off one of the sides).
As was the case with the inverted pendulum in section 4.2.4, sometimes the controller which we previously termed direct encoding turns out to be inadequate
for the task presented online. We hypothesize that one of the main reasons is
probably due to the fact that the problem of throwing is itself quite sensitive
to small inaccuracies in controller values. If, for example, a throw is just short
of reaching the bucket, the ball can instead bounce off a corner and end up
far away from the target even though the throw was almost right. We make
such an hypothesis because, as we will show in section 4.2.10, further exploring
the neighbouring parts of the neighbouring latent space will often times yield a
controller that solve the task.
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4.2.10

Perfecting a throw by further fine-tuning in latent
space

As we saw in the
section,
most of the
time
the fine-tuned
controller
10previous
Throws
withfor
cma-es
with
gravity
-5
manges to toss the ball into the bucket. For some particular gravity values
(originalfails
naive
encoding
bit)look at the
however, the controller
to do
the job. Inovershoots
this section, wea will
particular gravity value of g = −5, which is one of these failure cases. Figure
4.14, show this failed throw in green which overshoots the target location.
CMA-ES Samples

CMA-ES Sample (Best)

Direct encoding

Figure 4.14: Perfecting a throw by further fine-tuning in latent space.
As with the case of the pendulum-swing up in section 4.2.7, we can also let the
robot try to improve its throw by further fine-tuning in latent space.
From Figure 4.14, we see that a handful of additional trials in the environment
is required for the robot to successfully throw the ball into the bucket. This
suggests that the initial encoding (direct encoding) was indeed a good starting
point for finding the correct task variation that solved the problem.
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Chapter 5

Discussion
5.1 Failure cases
In this section we will discuss some failure cases of the proposed task-embedding
algorithm. We begin by noting that since the method uses neural networks as
function approximators, it is vulnerable to the same kind of problems that affects similar network designs. Some examples include poor performance in low
data regimes (during pre-training), overfitting, bad extrapolation, sensitivity to
hyper-parameters etc.
Regressing onto controller values in the pre-training phase presents a number
of potential problems that can lead to failure-cases for the final algorithm. For
example, sufficiently good controllers can be hard to find in the first place and
in the black-box setting we do not have any guarantees about the optimality of
the found controllers. There is also the problem of controller coverage: When
regressing onto controller values, we have to make an upfront decision about
what part of the state space we want to cover in the pre-training stage. If some
parts of the state space was not included in the pre-training data and the robot
ends up visiting such places online, this could potentially lead to undesired or
dangerous behaviours. This is partially a consequence of bad extrapolation performance for neural networks as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Note however that
these problems are not necessarily specific to the task-embedding framework
but are generally a problem for all methods that regress onto pre-trained control policies.
Figure 5.1 below shows two examples of failure cases of the proposed algorithm.
These are illustrated with the sine-wave regression example for convenience and
clear visualization, but the problems are not restrict only to these scenarios.
The first case, illustrated in (a), considers the algorithm’s prediction of a task
outside the domain in which the model was trained (highlighted in blue). As can
be seen, the performance quickly degrades in these blue regions, although the
performance is somewhat reasonable in the range 10 < x < 13. This behaviour
of bad extrapolation performance is not specific to this method but generally
plagues neural networks (and many other machine learning problems) in general.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.1: Two failure cases. In (a) we show the bad extrapolation performance
of the method. The blue regions shows the input range where the algorithm
never saw any training data. In (b) we observe another kind of failure where
the algorithm fails to capture the correct sine-curve but instead finds another
one with a somewhat close relation to the fine-tuning data points.
The failure of good extrapolation in (a) is also related to the reason of why we
want to avoid part of the latent space which was never seen during training (or
which are far away from data seen during training) as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
The second kind of failure, shown in (b), illustrates a problem more specific to
the task-embeddings method. Here, we see that the approximated function in
red fails to represent the true function given 5 data points from that function.
However, in a sense, it is more of an ’honourable failure’ since the algorithm incorrectly inferred the wrong task (wrong frequency) but at least picked one that
was represented in the training set. This is in contrast to the case where the
method would predicting something completely outside the task-distribution all
together. Moreover, the points on the predicted curve are not too far away from
the fine-tuning data points.
As we saw in section 4.1, functions with higher curvature (such as sine-waves
with higher frequencies) are in general harder to learn than smoother ones. This
suggests that inherent task difficulties naturally plays an important role in the
success of the algorithm. Functions with larger curvature and more complex
non linear input-output relationships will naturally be harder to learn.
In terms of hyper-parameters, we found that the method was overall quite robust to several choccies of these. That is, we found no critical constant for
any of the parameters that was crucial for the algorithm to work. In terms
of learning rate λ, we attribute this partially to the flexible Adam optimizer,
as we found that vanilla stochastic gradient descent did not perform as well
on initial tests. However, even using Adam, a too large learning rate (usually
bigger than 1e-1) usually causes the optimization of network parameters to diverge in the pre-training phase (in all experiments a learning rate of 5e-4 was
used and we found that a range of values from 1e-3 to 1e-5 all worked well
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for the experiments in chapter 4). The dimensionality of the latent space and
the hidden layers are yet additional hyper-parameters to consider. Some tests
on the sine-wave experiments suggested that the method was fairly robust to
the choice of these. (For all experiments we used encoder and decoder networks
with 2 hidden layers, each with a width of 200 and we also fixed the latent space
dimensionality1 to 200). While the method seemed to work well for a range of
dimensions of the latent space, too few (less than 3) noticeably degraded the
performance. This is probably because a smaller latent space can never carry
as much information as a bigger one theoretically could2 . Also, a smaller latent
space would potentially call for a more efficient compression method (encoder)
which could be harder to learn. What is perhaps most noteworthy is that the
performance does not seem to degrade when increasing the dimensionality of
the latent space. (A higher dimensional space would naturally be able to store
more latent vectors than a smaller one and may consequently also include more
’empty’ points in latent space where the decoder is never trained, as shown in
Figure 2.5).
The pre-training time itself (number of optimization steps) can be seen as another hyper-parameter. While we monitored the training performance of the
algorithm by looking at the training loss over time and by running the partially
trained models in simulation, there is no obvious point at which to stop the
optimization. We note that if too few optimization steps are taken in the pretraining phase, this will result in a decoder which has not learned to represent
the family of task-functions accurately (and for which no amount of fine-tuning
data can help find the right function.)

5.2 Limitations of the proposed algorithm
As we mentioned back in section 2.1.2, searching over tasks in latent space incurs a heavy learning bias by design. This serves as both the main strength
and weakness of the proposed method. The upside of construing a confined latent space of representable functions is that it enables fast and efficient function
approximation. The downside is that this construction also limits the possible
representable functions at fine-tuning time. In other words, those functions that
the decoder cannot represent after pre-training, no amount of fine-tuning data
will ever help find. That being said, techniques for expanding or regularizing
the set of representable functions can be employed like, for example, adding
noise to the latent vectors during training etc.
Another restriction is the working assumption of the algorithm outlined in section 1.3. We assume that a large body of data is available for pre-training.
In some cases, such data might not be available, in which case the proposed
framework of task-embeddings will not be directly applicable.

1 The choice of keeping the latent space dimensionality in the hundreds was mainly inspired
by the CNP paper (see 3.8).
2 However, a smaller latent space have its own advantages, such as reducing the overall
amount of learn able parameters in the system and potentially enabling other search methods
(like CMA-ES or Bayesian Optimization) to operate more efficiently or even at all.
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A potential criticism of the algorithm, as shown in the experiments carried out
in this thesis, may be that it is eventuated on the same (or almost the same)
systems as it was pre-trained on. While such a claim is true, this is also one
of the main points with this framework. The pre-training phase is supposed to
cover a large space of possible scenarios ahead of time, so that any related task
(from this same family of environments) can be quickly identified and acted upon
at test-time. Obviously, having a system be able to quickly adapt to task from
an out-of-training-distribution is preferable but is in general a harder problem
to solve (see section 5.3 below for future work). The results presented in 4.2.3
suggest that the proposed method is however able to capture intra-variations of
tasks which are not directly present in the training data.

5.3 Future work
There are several possible extension to the line of work presented in this thesis
of which we will highlight a few (with no particular order of importance):
• Like the Variational Auto Encoder mentioned in section 2.3.4, it may be
fruitful to investigate different ways of regularizing the structure of latent space to achieve better generalization capabilities, faster training and
overall better results. Possible improvements could, for example, place an
explicit prior on the structure of the latent space or include task-similarity
measures etc.3
• A more systematic treatment of uncertainty estimates. In this work, we
merely asserted that the decoder networks should output the diagonal
vectors to the covariance matrices and trained these using maximum likelihood. The training procedure of sub-sampling the encoded input point
is what implicitly contributes to the certainty estimates. This is however
not a principled way of dealing with uncertainty and can result in uncalibrated uncertainty measurements. Uncertainty representation with
neural networks is an ongoing research topic and several suggestions, such
as neural networks with weight uncertainty [5], dropout [48] and many
others have been proposed for this purpose.
• Using a more sophisticated probabilistic encoder-decoder architecture that
can represent multimodal uncertainty over task-distributions in latent
space (as mentioned in section 2.3.4 and illustrated in Figure 2.8). Relatively recent work on Normalizing Flows [43] (and subsequent work) which
enables powerful density estimation beyond Gaussian distributions could
potentially improve the method. In this work we don’t utilize probabilistic
encoders but we hypothesize that this could be beneficial as another way
of charactering model uncertainty. Compared with letting the decoder
output a probability distribution for every latent z vector, placing the
task uncertainty in latent space could work even with a fully deterministic
decoder function. One could also imagine dealing with the problem of
having tasks with noisy data.
3 Some initial experiments was carried out along these lines, but which did not yield any
noticeable performance increases on the examples we tested.
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• Enabling the sampling of tasks from the latent space without having seen
any fine-tuning data (zero-shot learning). One of the advantages with
KL-regularized N (0, I) prior in the variational auto encoder is that it
tries to cluster the tasks near a multivariate normal which can be sampled
from (Figure 2.7). The sampling step is important as we don’t want to
query the decoder in parts where it was not trained (as illustrated in (c)
in Figure 2.5). In contrast, the proposed methods require at least some
amount of fine-tuning data from a task to encode into the latent space
(where we then can further explore around if we wish). Allowing us to
efficiently sample a broad space of task, without having seen any data from
those tasks, could be useful for other scenarios. For example, in [17], the
authors use this kind of framework to solve complicated problems that
requires a temporal succession of smaller tasks. For example, the task
could be to run diagonally and the task family could simply consist of
running north,east,south and west. The idea here is that if we can sample
from the latent space of tasks without data, we may do so at different times
during a robot execution. At specific times along the task execution, we
dynamically change the controller based on a new task. After a fixed
amount of time, we may sample N tasks and evaluate them in simulation
for T time-steps. Then, we choose the task with the lowest simulated cost
from the current state (for example, run left) and execute that controller
on a real robot for t < T time steps and restart the process. In this
fashion, a planner may compose different skills in time in order to achieve
a certain goal (that perhaps, any single task may not be able to achieve on
its own). The authors termed this framework Zero-Shot Skill Composition
and the zero-shot part requires efficient and diverse sampling of tasks from
the latent task space without observing any data.
• Theoretical analysis and guarantees regarding generalization capabilities,
performance on out-of distribution scenarios and sufficient minimal dimensionality of latent space for a given family of tasks. The algorithm in
this thesis, as is the case with many machine learning methods, also includes many hand picked choices of hyper-parameters which lack complete
formal motivation.
• Investigating the scenario of active learning with a pre-trained task-embedding
system. In chapter 1, we mentioned rule 4. and 5. of the five generic rules
for sample efficient policy learning [7]. Rule 3 was stated as follows: ”3.
Take the time to choose what to test next (active learning): computers
are likely to become faster in the future, but physics will not accelerate; it
is therefore a sensible strategy to trade data resources for computational
resources.”. As we have noted before, not all fine-tuning data points carry
the same amount of information about the task instance and if we can
have a choice about what data to collect next, this could aid the sampleefficiency of the proposed method. This idea was further explored by [54].
• We have been careful not to refer to the fine-tuning phase as learning (and
refrained from using the term meta-learning for the pre-training phase) as,
in principle, all real ’learning’ is done ahead of time in the pre-training
phase4 . Nevertheless, the notion of continual learning, i.e the scenario
4 Perhaps

a more appropriate term would be experience-caching.
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where an agent is subjected to a new environment and quickly learns
and staidly improves with more data is an interesting one and a possible
extension to the current framework. In the present case, if we wanted
to expand the task family of the algorithm, we would need to redo pretraining from scratch.
• Apply the framework of latent task-embeddings in the setting of sim2real
transfer. That is, pre-train the system in simulation to includes a large
variaty of physical parameter specifications that makes up the task, and
then fine-tune the model to the real world. The hope is that the specific
’parameters’ of reality reside somewhere within set of simulated worlds.
This is a promising and powerful framework which can enable safe and
efficient learning in simulation. To make learning based approaches in
robotics practically feasible, the hope is that a (master) policy could be
learned in simulation and then fine-tuned to reality with only a modest
amount of real world interactions.
• Employing other methods than CMA-ES for further fine-tuning in latent
space. For example, Bayesian Optimization, as used in [2], can be an
efficient alternative search method competitive with the one used in this
thesis (at least latent spaces with smaller dimensions).
• Investigating other methods for merging the individual latent encodings.
In this thesis, like in [54], we used a feature-wise max pooling operation
to merge the collection of latent vectors into a single one. As mentioned
in section 3.8, other order invariant methods, like averaging, can also
be employed. Additional structure can also be imposed on the latent
embeddings. For example, the authors of [23] makes use of the cosine
distance and hinge-rank loss in order to enforce similarities between tasks
of similar kinds.
• Use the task-embedding framework with more advanced systems. In this
thesis, we only showed robotic systems whose task distribution only had
one inherent dimension (such as length or gravity). The sine-wave example
in 4.1.1 showed an example of a task family with two independent features
(amplitude and frequency). We can imagine using latent task-embedding
algorithm with more such features without any changes to the overall architecture but with an increased computational budget. Since the function
approximators are neural networks, we could also imagine working with
more high dimensional input-output systems (where the state space of the
dynamical system are bigger) or using high-dimensional inputs such as
camera images.
• Extend the system to work with environments (tasks) that dynamically
change over time. The results in this thesis evaluated the algorithm only on
online environments that were temporally static. A natural extension is to
consider modifications to the algorithm to better deal with non-stationary
environments, perhaps by the usage of reccurent encoder networks or similar ideas.
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5.4 Conclusion
In this thesis we considered the problem of fast function approximation and its
specific applications in the context of dynamical systems. The algorithm can
achieve fast function by pre-training on related data ahead of time and later
fine-tuning on a novel but related system. We proposed a latent task-embedding
algorithm based on a combination of a few recent publications to solve this task.
In particular, the proposed algorithm employs the same idea of encoding individual data points and merging them into a summarised latent task-vector
as the work presented in the CNP and MeLA papers (see section 3.8). Our
method extends this framework by also proposing to learn an auxiliary function
coupled with the latent coordinate that is different from the fine-tuning data.
The use case for such a function is especially prevalent when the working with
system identification and control applications. In this case, the algorithm effectively allows us to cache a large set of possible state-transition function and the
corresponding controller functions for a set of related systems. The proposed
algorithm also enables a few additional search methods in latent space once the
decoder function is learned. By searching only over the placement of the latent
coordinate parametrizing the task space we can further improve upon the initial
encoding provided by the learned encoder function. This kind of search can
either optimize for the fine-tuning data fit or optimize for an external reward
provided by an environment.
The prosed algorithm was used to quickly identify and control a single instance
of an unknown robotic task from a family of related tasks seen during pretraining. The algorithm was evaluated on two such robotic systems: The classical cart-pole system (where the task family consisted of pendulums with different lengths) and a ball throwing robot with the aim of throwing a ball into a
stationary target (where the task family consisted of different gravity fields).
In almost all cases, the proposed algorithm was able to solve both tasks, given
a few hundred fine-tuning data points from any system within the pre-training
system range. In the cases where the method fell short, additional trials in the
environment proved helpful for additional exploration in the latent space.
Overall, the method of latent task-embedding seems promising in the area of
few-shot function approximation and can be extended in numerous way for
future work (section 5.3). The method is especially applicable in the scenario
where we do not have access to a closed form mathematical prior, but instead
only have access to a large body of related task data for learning such prior.
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